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Fulton, Kentucky; Friday, March 18, 1949
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Weeted-PPrighi

New Uniforms, Good Music
Highlight Sunday Concert

If there was .a lump in your throat and a mist in your eye.:J
on Sunday afternoon at the High School auditorium . . . it belonged there: Only die-hards with no sentiment could keep from
giving vent to their emotions as the youngsters of the Fulton
Remember that fine little felschools paraded in their gleaming new uniforms, for those marchlow, Jimmy Rose, who appeared
"The Editor ing feet with musical rhythm4
on our program
Speaks" last week. Well, all were a monument to community trons and the donors of the uniweek long we've had the picture spirit and a job well done. There forms Jheir appreciation Yewell
of that youngster in our mind were no die-hards there.
Harrison and his stellar group of
At the auditorium on Sunday musicians gave a concert Sunday
bringing us the most beautiful.
the
Fulton
High
School
band
apafternoon that music critics herthe biggest, the most delicious
devil's food cake you ever saw. peared in concert for the first alded as outstanding. Selecting
time
in
the
new
uniforms
that
a group of numbers apropos to
The white icing was heaped on
the cake like even snow-chitts dreaming bought. For years, new the occasion Director Harriann
uniforms
for
the
school
band
The
proof
of
put his students through rigorous
on the house-tops.
course was in the eating . . . . members were a dream btit Sun(Continue on page 12)
iind there, there was where the day there was no dream but a
gratititude in our hearts matched reality.
At the close of the P.-T.A cluo
the taste on our palate. It was a
Seed Ass'n Manager
wonderful thought Jimmy, and year in 1948, Mrs. Leo Greenyou grass retiring ptesident handed At Cayce March 23
frankly we didn't know
could cook that well. DA you over to Mrs. Hendon Wright the
B. W. Fortenbery, secretary
new president, the books of the
know that, Mrs. Rose?
West Fulton organization. Rec- and manager of The Kentucky
Seed Improvement Association,
And speaking of boy3, that 100 orded therein was the.sum of will be at Cayce school on Wedpercent picture of Arnelican boy- 8150, which had been set aside nesday night. March 23,' at 7:00
hood in the person of Jinirny Ho- for new band uniforms to be p. m. to discuss the association's
gan is visiting his father, Happy someday purchased by the club. seed program and the requireHogan in Fulton this week. jim- What had been the hope of Mrs. ments for seed certification of
Greengrass, was the deed of
my is a student at Sewanee
hybrid seed corn, small grains,
itary Academy. Happy says when Mrs. Wright and her efficient grasses, and legumes.
Jimmy. was a tiny little fellow corps of workers. ApproximateEveryone is invited to attend.he would teach him how to box ly $3000 was raised to buy 52 uniand to be most careful al-wilt forms with the coats purchased
protecting his face from an op- from the Heine Company and Robert Mazey Dead From
ponent's attack. Now, it is Hap- the pants made by the manav- Florida Race
Injuries
py who must prOtect himself, far ment employees of the Henry I.
one of the things that Jimmy Seigel Company on their own
The sympathies of an entire
loves the most is sportl, and par- time. Leo Greengrass manager of community are extended to Mr.
ticularly boxing and he is cer- the Seigel plant, with a staff of and Mrs. Will McDade in the
tainly getting to be an expert at workers, manufactured the pants loss of her son-in-law, Robert
that. In.a little sparring at home with no charge to the Parent- Mazey who succumbed to injurthe other day, Papa Hogan cer- Teachers or the school.
ies received in a motorcycle acSo it was a red letter day for cident in Daytona Beach, Fla.,
tainly wasn't teaching thst boy
anything. It was Jimmy doing the Greengrasses on Sunday as Saturday morning. Mazey died
the teaching . . . and the slug- well A for all those who worked in the Halifax Hospital in Deso hard for the uniforms.
. ging.
troit, his home.
As if to show the school paThe deceased, husdand of the
If you see Maestro Mac McDanformer Miss Frances Bushart,
iels with a serene look on his
daughter
of Mrs. Will McDade,
face these days, its because he's
'
was an avid motorcycle enthusYes.
Practicing?
practicing.
iast and he and his wife have
practicing, how to be the model
travelled. extensively in this
husband. because there's a new
thts mode of travdoghouse at Lie McDaniels home :Leland Jewell. night service countr
on Norman and Mae is just try- Man. for the Bob White Motor el.
ing to keep out of it. Of course, Company announces his candiMazey was participating in the
the doghouse is for pretty !little dacy for Sheriff of Fulton Counmotorcycle races in the Florida
Susan's favorite pet, but seems to tv. His formal announcement apcity when the accident occurred
us that thing is big enough to pears elsewhere in today's issue.
and vvas one of several injured in
house the pet, and any visitors
Mr. Jewell has been a resi- 'the accident. Others were not so
who might become eligible for dent of Fulton
county for the seriously injured.
living there.
past fourteen years. He was born
Surviving are his wife and
comand reared in the 'Shiloh
Newspapering is a "chawming"
his mother and stepfather of Demunity, Hickman county.
business. The moments are nevWhen moving to Fulton Coun- troit.
er dull nor are the rarest inci- ty, for the first time in 1927, he
dents ever a surprise. Towit: was employed by the H. W. NelHorse Says He
One of our many correspondents
son construction company, with
told us the story about writing whom he was employed for five
Will Attend
a good article on a particular years. He was foreman for this
'VFW Show
her
being
rendered
in
service
company and built the 21 miles
community. She mentioned a few of railroad on the Edgewood Cut"The smartest horse in the
of the names of the persons in- off.
world'' or the animal with the
volved and thought that she had
After leaving the construction most horse sense has accepted
covered the situation fully. The company he owned and operated an invitation to take part in the
next day after the appearance the Jewell Cab Company for five VFW's huge Army Day parade,
of the story, an irate member years. After leaving.the taxi busi- Charles Dixon, parade marshal
called and the conversation went ness he was employed by the announced today.
something like this:
White
Motor Company,
Bob
H. B. Parker, of Metropolis,
Irate lady: "I read that article where he has been ever since.
III., told the local veterans that
paper
about
us
in
the
you had
In announcing his candidacy,
and I want you to remember that Mr. Jewell states that he fully the horse had been reading about
I never want my name in your realizes the responsibility of this the Army Day parade in the
city papers and told him that he
column."
office, and if elected intends to
would very much like to perrun the office tb the best of his
Correspondent: "I don't re- ability showing no favoritism to form here. The horse said, and
the News takes Mr. Parker's
member putting your name in anyone.
word for it, that he will do a
the Paper, what are you talking
Mr. Jewell is the first canditrick or two and maybe ten on
about."
date to announce his intentions
Irate lady: "I know you didn't, for seeking the office of Sheriff Lake street in the morning of the
but I never want my name in of Fulton County, in the Demo- parade.
your column, do you hear me?" cratic Primary to be held AugDo you think its horse stuff
for a horse to talk? Hmmmph,
Correspondent, getting a little ust 6.
wait till you see that horse.
(Paid Political Adv.)
irate too: "Look, I didn't put
your name in the paper, if I ever do, then you'll have something
to gripe about.''
The moral of that story is:
"Names make the news, omitted
news make deflated egos."
By Mary Nell McDade Wright ry of this city who met them at
the dock in New Orleans. LieuPerhaps you have noticed lateThe muddy Mississippi looked
ly that our community corres- crystal clear to the Gerrishes a tenant Gerrish is a member of
spondents havo been increasing week ago. A year ago, even a the advance contingent of the
in number; last week, with ten tumbler full of that swirling, I 1th Airborne Division, which is
pages, we had so much "live" debris-infested water would have quartering at Camp Campbell,
news to get in that we had to sparkled like champagne to this Ky. While Lieutenant Gerrish is
leave our own two columns (this popular family of former Ful- stationed at that Kentucky Camp
one and Silhouettes) out for lack tonians. The Gerrishes, have been Mrs. Gerrish and the children
are visiting her parents. It was
of room.
in the Far East you know, and
You who send us news each two years anywhere in the with was infinite attention to deweek will be interested in know- world is a mighty long time to tail that Mrs. Gerrish told of her
ing that we have a rule here at be away from home and family. life in Japan to a News reporter,
our office that "anyone who take: But they're here .now and the (who incidentally was awfully
the trouble to write us news of events of those years of living glad to welcome them home).
their community comes first." are very pleasant only when reIt was with amuse.ment that
if we haven't room for all, we countered for newspaper pur- she told of her arrival at Camp
run yours and leave oura out.
poses.
Haugen on Honshu Island where
If this week's paper is a little
Mrs. Gerrish is the former they lived the first year. After
target. than usual, it is because
travelling
by boat and rail, her
the advertisers themselves have Charlotte Terry and her husband
jeep-ride to her new home was
discovered that the intense read- Lt. Richard E. Gerrish, and inershit, we have gained is also teresting family, Susan, and the with foreboding, for this new
providing a responsive audience twins, Terry and Dexter who land to which she had come lookfor them. There are very few in were born in Japan arrived in ed nothing like the Japan of her
Fulton who advertise, who do not the States on March 8, after 28 dreams, but rather like an Alasdays from Hokiado, Japan . . . kan mining camp. There were
use the News.
28 days of sailing, but a million no roads, just muddy lanes and
Mrs. Moore Joyner spent Tues- years of anxiety to see her par- all transportation was by the
day in Memphis with relatives. ents, Mr. and MrS Norman Ter- Army jeep. Camp Haugen had

LELAND JEWELL IN
RACE FOR SHERIFF

Infoncert Here March 24

Number Eleven

Euman Foot Found In New
IC Yards Thursday Morning
The gruesome discovery of' a
human foot, identified by officlials of the Illinois Central Railroad as that of a woman, was
made yesterday morning in the
new I.C. yards by Paul Gholson
a 'switchman. The foot, partly
covered with a silk stocking was
lying near the office of the short
lead and found about
11:20
Thursday morning. Oliver Pigue
special agent for the railroad said
;that no clues had been found,
but it is generally•believed that
Ohe limb may have been lodged
underneath one of the many cars
that came into the yard yesterday morning.

cars could have brought the limb
into the yards and the impact of
switching or motion could have
dislodged the foot from beneath
the trains. Of medium size, possibly size four or five, it was
not known at press time whether or not rigor mortis had set in.
It was taken to the clinic of Dr.
D. L. Jones for examination. The
foot was severed from the leg
above the ankle.
'Officials over the entire system of the IC, as well as officials
of other companies have been
notified of the discovery.

A train from Jackson and one
from Memphis passed through
the yards yesterday, and switch
engines were - busy most of the
night and morning. It is generally believed that any one of the

JEAN HYLAND ON AHt
Talented Miss Jean Hyland,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. E.
Hyland will appear as guest pianist over Station WENK tonight at 8:15 p.m. on the Fulton
program "The Editor Speaks."

Local Schools To Be Evaluated By
Seven Member Board of Educators
P's and Q's rather than three With the increase in thc salary
R's will predominate in the Ful- requirement to $2000 per annum
ton High School next week, for beginning next year, the super:that's what the students and fac- intendent is not so sure.
ulty will be watching when the
On Tuesday in chapel the
seven-member evaluation board group will be entertained with
visits the local school system.
a vocal solo by Shirley Houston
According to W. L. Holland, and a piano number by Jerry
superintendent of the system, the Atkins. On Monday at noon the
group will arrive on Sunday aft- Home Science department of the
erncon and after a Sunday night school will serve a chicken dindinner will start inspecting the ner to the board members, the
physical facilities of the schools. Board of Education, the presiOn Monday the board will in- dent of the Parent-Teacher Asspect chapel procedure, class sociation, the presidents of the
room techniques from the teach- Lions, Rotary and Woman's Club,
of abandon.
All this the News learned in er's and the student's stand- all of whom have contributed to
a
Sitting
in
English.
broken
point, and evaluate the individ- the excellent curriculum of the
rear seat in the station it was not ual needs of the pupils. This in- school and the superintendent
displacthem
as
identify
to
spection
will continue until Tues- and principal.
hard
ed persons brought to this coun- day.
The evaluation is a joint eflort
try under immigration quota.
Though their minds may have of the Southern A.ssociation ot
been wrought with poverty of Secondary Schools and Colleges
ha,ppiness their clothes told a and the Kentucky State Departstory of more affluent living in ment of Education. The evaluation of the former group is to dea day so very long ago.
termine if the local school sysThe family passed through tem meets the requirements for
Fulton and spent the day in tile membership in that group.
At a meeting in the board
station while waiting for the
Mr. Holland, stated that he was
train to take them to Owensboro confident that the schools will room of the City National Bank
'to live with a daughter, who meet all scholastic requirements on Monday, groundwork was
with her husband was in the but may have to .be put on peo- laid for the organization here of
immigration quota last year. Vi- bation for the teachers' salary a Citizen's Health Committee.
Based on a plan submitted by
tautas is an accomplished drafts- requirement. Last year with a
man and will probably seek em- little help from the State. the the State Department of health
ployment in that city. The doc- system was able to barely meet the committee will consist of aptor is not so sure of his plans, 'the ruling of $1600 per annum. proximately ten members and
will have the representation of
but if the stamina that brought
cultural
civic, medical and
them through the worst years of
groups in the entire county. The
their lives is any indication, then Adams, Wade, Barnett
purpose of the committee is to
the citizens of Owensboro will Elected Supervisors
represent the people in all mathave the services of a distinguished specialist. Mrs. Usas will
Results of the election of three ters of public health.
be content to live in peace with supervisors for the Fulton CounFulton county has two public
her family with a prayer in her ty Soil Conservation District has
health nurses, whose duties are
heart that they were the fortun- been announced by Henry Ward,
so varied and so scattered that
ate ones . . . the ones who es- chairman of the State Soil Conthe pressing demands of expandcaped Siberia.
servation Committee.
ing health problems are difficult
Robert Adams Joe Barnett and
The Citizen's
to
adminster.
HIGH PRICED FISH
Jamie Wade being the candi- health committee will be an addates who received the largest
According to Tennessee State number of votes, were declared junct and a great assistance to
the existing public health fagame and fish director Edward
by the committee to be the electTayloe, Paris, the price of ped- ed supervisors. These three men, cilities in Fulton county.
dling game fish in his area is with Chas. E. Wright and Clem
Present at the meeting were
going uo.
Atwell, who were appointed, will the following: Judge Homer
Savannah, constitute the governing board.
Horace Crafton,
Roberts, who
will
officially
An organization meeting of the name the members of the compaid a fine of $10 apiece for
selling 50 striped bass ond one board will be held in the near mittee, Mrs Hendon Wright, repsauger pike he caught oyt of the future, after which a program resenting the P.-T.A.; Mrs. MS/ETennessee river about two weeks and plan of operation for the well McDade, Woman's Club;
ago.
district will be prepared.
G. Willianson, Chamhc- of Commerce; Maxwell Mcr.r. le, Lions;
Mrs. Ward Bushi-r:. HickmanFulton Medical So:iel and Mrs.
Paul Westpheling.

Miss Lois Jean Hindman, daughter of Mrs. M. W. Haws who
will appear in concert under the auspices of the Woman's Club
at the clubhouse on next Thursday, March 24. Miss Hindman
is an accomplished vocalist and her appearance here is eagerly
anticipated. She will be accompanied at the piano by her
mother.

From The *res of Bremerhaven to This
Promised Land Come Displaced Persons
Their passports were for Owensboro, but their hearts were
for this promised land. That was
the unwritten story that Vitautas
Usas told a News reporter when
interviewed in the railroad station here as they waited for the
City of New Or,eans to .take
them to the end of their journey from war-torn Lithuania to
the rollings lands of Kentucky.
In halting English, learned
from the American soldiers who
from the disliberated
placed persons camp in Germany, the young man in his
early twenties acted as spokesman for his parents who could
speak not a word in the tongue
of their adopted land.
It was a long journey that
brought them from the shores of
Bremerhaven to the: hopes of
America, where their harrowing
year -of concentration, displaces4
ment and confiscation remained
only in their eyes . . . their
hearts were full and fresh of love
for the country that will give
them freedom from fear.
It was in 1940 that Dr. and
Mrs. Joseph Usas first felt the
pangs of totalitarianism. It was
that year that Dr. Usas, a noted
eye, ear and nose specialist became the target of the Nazis because of his liberal views. His
practice, his home, his belingings
were confiscated by the "liberators" and his life and family
were the prey of the Secret Police. It was because of the advent of the Russians in 1944 that
they were sent to Vienna by the
Germans to be quartered as cattle as hostages and then sent to
Eisenach where later Russia
domination completed their lives

dANS LAID FOR
CITIZEN'S HEALTH
COMMITTEE HERE

Cherry Blossoms No Match for Muddy Mississippi
been a former Japanese Air Base.
The area surrounding the camp
was almost wholly untouched by
the ravages of war, but not by
capricious Mother Nature, whose
six month winters feature snow
storms at their very best. Six to
eight feet drifts are not uncommon, and when conjealed, are ice
factories at peak capacities. Natives , cut the conjealed drifts
into blocks and haul them to the
river. The long and furious winters have had their influences
on the lives and habits of the
Japanese. The children are expert skiers and most transportation in the winter is contingent
upon ice-propelled vehicles such
as sleds and skis.
But Spring climes as quickly
as the snow congeals in sub-zero
weather and in no time at all a
lush growth springs up. It is a
sight to behold to see the azalea
covered mountains reaching into
the heavens, she said.
After living on Honshu Island
for a year the Gerrishes moved

South Fulton Floc! Sale
to Hokiado where they had a 'trate bow to honor their distinglovely two-story home at Camp uished officials. But a servant in Put Off Until Nr.rf. Week
Crawford. Servants were plenti- the Gerrish household, a womOfficers of the outh Fulton
ful and the Gerrishes had three an imbued with the same female
Associatiort
in their household. Their new curiousity the world over, re- Parent - Teacher
residence was a western style lated how her bow was not so have asked the NeWs to ancity with modern business hous- low back in 1926, because she nounce that the food sale schedes. American style purchases of "peeped" and got a glimpse of uled for this week-end, March 19,
has been postponed until next
food and clothing were common. the emperor.
week-end March 26.
Shopping on Hokiado was in
While history has proven that
A little longer in the making,
contrast to that on Honshu were
Montgomery Ward and Sears did domestic servants on 'Pearl Har- much better the baking, so plan
bor
were
partly
responsible for to do some week-end buying at
a thriving business.
the sneak attack, the Gerrishes the sale to be held in the vacant
In Hokiado, being in the out- found no dissension in the ranks. store next to Andrews Jewelry
the Co.
lying provinces, the Gerrishes Rather, the masses adore
were able to be in attendance at American General MacArthur.
the first personal tour of the
The natives in and around
Japanese emperor since he was Hokiado
This Week
'
s Paper:
wear
Western-type1
dethroned. He travelled in an clothes and most of the younger
ornately painted red automobile ones have attended American
16 Pages,2Sections
of foreign-make and bullet-proof- mission schools. The language is
There's lots of advertising in
ed for his safety. Japs within preponderantly English, though
the NEWS this week, and
the entire area looked. forward of the broken and pidgen variethere's lot of news in the
to the visit of their emperor and ty. Susan, two and one-half year
ADS. Ninety-two Advertisers
many stood for hours awaiting old daughter of the Gerrishes
bring you timely messages of
his arrival. Democracy has in- speaks this brand of Americana. spring food, fashion and merfiltrated the lives of the Japanese
American movies are widely
chandise. Read them all . . .
and the American custom
of
and profit!
standing has replaced the pros- i
(Continued on page 12)

Page 2

I fear for the present or the fuIture. It is still true, as Franklin
'Roosevelt said: "The only thing
we have to fear is fear itself."
, It is true, as Lincoln said: "We
I can nobly save or meanly lose
' the last best hope of earth." So
old
—brush the dust off that
History on the top
American
shelf in your closet.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. Paul and Johanna' M. Westpheling
EDITORS and PUBLISHERS
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY

and Politizal Cards
OBITUARIES, Card of Thanks, Business Notices
advertising department.
charged at the rates spa-allied by
$2.00 a year. ElseSubscription rates radius of 20 miles of Fulton
where $150 a year.
1933 at the post office at
Entered as second class matter June 28, 3, 1879.
Fulton, Kentucky, under the act of March
young like
There is . . . nothing that keeps the heart
to some
sympathy, like giving oneself with enthusiasrn
worthy thing or cause.—Anonymous.

for him as the mayor of all time.
Came election day and the counting of the votes . . .
the
and lo and behold the final talley, the books closed, and
and there in simple black and white was
ballots sealed
mayor,
the horrendous realization that Joe Doe, the great
votes.
18
received
had
people
the
of
saviour
the
We told you this little story because we are reminded of
it many times when we hear the names of some citizens
who are planning to run for office this year.
We believe that for the first time in many years the
people of Fulton County are becoming aware of the importance of compstent, honest and capable public officials.
While the year is still young, and the campaign still younggoing
er, we feel that issues rather than personalities are
to determiv the election to many county offices. A public
office is a sacred trust. A public official is the guardian of
the vcters and his welfare. Anti if what we are told is anywhere near the truth, a candidate who announces for publie
office this year is going to show his wares before he gets
the "X" mark by his name.

A Home Can Influence The World
Recently, at a convention, delegates were discussing the
world's need for democracy. Far off in a corner of the big
room sat a woman—one of America's thousands and thousands of housewives. But this woman was different. Quietly she listened to what the others had to say about democracy. Their ideas seemed confused and superficial.
Finally she stcod up, and with pounding heart and
shaking knees she suggested to the chairman that it might
be well to define democracy. Over the room ran a murmur
of surprise; and after the delegates volunteered halting,
confused terms and defihitions, the simple little housewife
rose a second time and said: "It is interesting to note that
while many definitions have been submitted, not one has
included the -basic idea which the Founding Fathers of our
country considered so important that they put it right in
the very beginning of the Declaration of Independence.
Namely, that each individual man, woman and child receives his rights from God, not Dom the State; and that the
only purpose of the State is to protect and respect those
God-given rights."
All the delegates applauded. In one simple statement
she had distinguished between Christian democracy and pagan totalitarianism.
How many of us have ever tried to do anything like
that? Yet, there are a thousand ways in which we can-influence the world from our home One housewife recently
wrote an article on the sacred character of sex for a widelycirculated women's magazine, though she had never before
written for the general public. Another woman has cleaned
up the school board in her city; a third is a zealous worker
in the national program of the Girl Scouts; another woman
is encouraging her son to take up his life work in federal
government; and so on,

roup and spreads rapidly once it
aPpears in a flock
Aciess tu green pasture provales natritional elements which
chicks need to build disease resistance.

woThe six good American
men pianists, Ray Lev. Rosalyn
Tureck and Muriel Keer in their
early thirties, and Eunice Podis,
Constance
alaro Ajemian and
Keene in their middle twenties
are at long last winning tlie batthe
against
tle of prejudice
American girl at the keyboard.

Candidates And Campaigns
county seat at
Your News reporter took a jaunt to the
summer. heat, with
Hickman last week. Even though the
distance away,
the inevitable political campaign a good
campaign in the
a.
of
rumor
a
or
campaign
always.a
there's
uas it of course that
halls of the county courthouse. Rumor
the ofyear,
this
candidates
of
full
be
avail
woods
the
magiscleak,
court
county
fices cf county judge, sheriff,
the, August
during
tilled
be
so
others
of
host
a
trates and
variouS offices
primaries. Candidates who will file for the
rumor departshop
coffee
and
shop
barber
the
are still in
necessary appliment, and only a very few have made the
Its a fanny
cations of their real intent to run for office,
was'told to us
thing about politics and elections. A story
aspirations to be
once by a would be pclitican who had
mayor of a little city in Mississippi.
one night
He talked with his wife at the dinner table
wife said dutiHis
official.
public
a
be
to
his
desire
a about
the would-be
fully, "I think you can be elected." Well,
went downand
situation
the
about
thinking
to
got
mayor
"a person told
town to the barber shop and told his barber
agreed, and
me I could be elected mayor.'' The barber too
of the
while he gat in the barber's chair listening to the hum
about
delusions
of
sorts
all
up
conjured
electric razor he
thought
his possibilities of being mayor and the more he
was
about it, the more convinced he wz.s that the teven
waiting for him as the saviour of the city.
folks
It was the would-be mayor who kept saying that
befinally
he
that
so,
much
mayor:so
be
to
him
wanted
and that
lieved it himself. He announced for the office . .
wonderful ad with the big type just gave him the necessary
waiting
vigor to really convince him that the world was

Minor surgery, involving removal of infective material frotn the
sinus, along with injection of
drug solutions directly into the
sinus, brought recovery in the
majority of birds. The disease also is called infectious coryza or

From the Crutchfield news in
:the Fulton Advertiser January 5,
, 1929 we found this:
The Misses Rossie and Bobbie
Jackson entertained a number of
present
their friends. Those
were: Misses Hilda Edwards, Adana Belew, Gertrude Howard,
alary Nugent, .Lorene !lodges,
Ora Seat and NVillie Ruth Turner. The day was joyfully spent
with lots good to eat.
--Alice and I are remembering.
several years ago when a well
anown F'ulton hostess planned an
"Pm promoting you, Mervin—from now on you can clean
evening bridge party. Now this
the 10th Vice President's office!"
the candles,
lady wanted all
flowers and so forth that make
a party a party, so--she drives
out into the country and by the
roadside gathers enough orange
colored Day Lillies to give her
mane that festive- air. Were vou
a guest in Ethel Freeman's home
switch
English fingers relax in sleep, the
Carroll, the
Lewis
on that memorable night and saw
•
Y
writer of "Alice in Wonderland,"
what happened to the Day Lilwonder what
would probably
lies?
this modern vvorld had come to
Something to delight a child's
of heart, particularly at a party, is SINUS TROUBLE TOUGH
if he could open the pages
one of our ladies' magazines and
with ON TURKEYS
cream
ball of vanilla
see that a leading play-shoe de- features painted on with melted
Sinus trouble can be just as
signer had boldly named a shoe chocolate. With a
hat.
cone
JABBERWOCKY. If I remember there's- the funniest clown you've hard on turkeys as it on human
beings, a current veterinary bulJABBERWOCKY goes ever seen.
— said
• letin reveals. The bulletin delike this;
scribes an outbreak of sinusitis
In a recent magazine there ap- in which nearly a thousand tur"'Twas brillig, and the slithy
peared an editorial called "Hit- key's or, a Missouri farm. all atoves
ting the High Note" by Henry • bout 2 mcnths old, were stricken.
Did gyre and gimble in the
wabe:
Steele Commager, a professor of Swelling appeared on one
or
,
history at Columbia University both sides of the head and aAll mimsy vsere the
and world authority on Ameri- round the eyes, and the birds
borogoves,
can history who believes we can went off feed and lost weight.
And the mome raths outgabe."
help to overcome our feeling of
on
If you are ready to start house- insecurity and get our feet
if
we
would
ground
solid
more
cleaning, before you climb that
ladder, read this: We call home spend a little more time reading
history. He said;
Man's Castle yet it is still the I American
scene of one of the greatest num- "Rarely has there been so much
1947 there ticket-splitting; rarely have vober of disasters. In
on
were 34,500 fatal accidents and ters made their will known
more than five million injuries. men and issues so unmistakably
as they displayed in last NovemFor Games, Amusements
how ber's election. A people that can
Have you ever thought
Visit The
as
the
boldly
exercise
franchise
many bits of destructive malice
the
ly
as
Ameriand
independent
are delivered quite casually, with
can people did in this election
no intent to harm. Often its just
self '
lacking in
should not lie
,. III Ilyiatsh. St.
,o.1
iiii
chatter to fill in time interest2
America was born on
ingly, but peoples lives have been confidence.
revolt through a series ef rewraped and poisoned by them.
Across from
forms. If we remain true to our
Post Office
.
selves, to our past, to our heriIf you have fragile fingernails, tage, to our principles of tolerOwned and
authorities are hoping ance, we have no need to confess
medical
operated by
that DL-M ethionine, one of the
air. and Mrs.'
vital Amino A.cids in the diet
NI Denney
may do the trick.

. Coney
Island
Hot Dogs
•
Open Till
11 p. m.

RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP

It's Refreshment
And It's All Value

SHUFFLE BOARD
ELECTRIC BOWLING

Trimfoot Pre-School
m.vay tor healthy, no

SHUF-L-BOWL

TAN r

BOTTLED UNDER Aurr.C.P

FI'LTON COCA-COI..1

011

LING c0..

It has been said that under this sort of system the
masses of people beceme second-class patients—patients
svIto get second-rate attention, because of the impossibility
of the job confronting toe doctor, That accurately sums up
the case against socialized or government—dominated medicine.

ment. Patented "C
struction lets active
back comfortably at t
room for all live toes t
ln white OT brown. Si

p

A book called "Your Job" has
and
been published by Harper
Brothers that should be in every
high school library. The author
writes with authority on how to
plan for the right job. He discusses wage and hour laws, job
hunting, vocational training and
dozens of items every future employee needs to know.
If you doze while the radio
plays on, you will appreciate the
"Slumberswitch," a gadget that
is plugged into any outlet, Your
radio (turned on) is plugged into the switch. A button, attached
to the switch, is held lightly in
the hand raising the switch lightWhen your '
ly from -the floor.

For yourself,
for your family,
for your friends
. . . a picture
says more than
a thousand
words!

Now You Can Enjoy Convenient

Extension Telephones

THE
204 Lake St.

in any room in your home

Gardner's Studio
212 Commercial
Phone 693

Fulton

A prescription can be only as good
as its components. You'll find the
chemicals carried at CITY DRUG
CO., are all of fresh, potent stock.
They are from reputable drug
houses. We maintai not only a qualit stock but also a wide
range of the latest "wonder drugs." All this for one purpose:
to serve you better.

C, H. McDANIEL, TOM MADDOX
408 LAKE STREET
PHONES 70, 428

Extension Telephones in easy-to-get-to places give
on the spot service for all the family
Extensions in your home give your
telephone service 'wings' — bring it
within easier reach of all the family.
Extensions save time, steps and
trouble, make your telephone more
valuable by increasing its usefulness.

One or more extension telephones can
now be installed in your home without
delay — and at surprisingly low cost.
You don't need to write us or come to
the office. Just call the Telephone
Business Office.

PRIVA Y IN YOUR OWN ROOM

Little Difference
Dr. Willard C. Rappleye, dean of the Faculty of Medicine at Columbia University, recently said that there is little difference between a doctor under socialism and a doctor under fascism. All socialized medicai plans, he added,
lead towad mediocrity and ultimate destruction of Medical educaNt and practice.

"B" SECTION
Martha Luther
Guest of Mr. and Mrs
Greer last week was Mrs
ley Yates of Amorillo, Te
. Lee Ella Neely, Don Ne
vie Clark. Nelda Matthen
Edwin were Sunday night .
guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Neely.
Mary Katherine Hale
Memphis last Monday we
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy S,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Sander.
Micheal - of Union City
Hardy and Ed's parents,
Mrs. Edgar Sanders of
Ky., Sunday.
Mrs. Wanda Byars and
ter, Nancy Cheryl of Du
spent Sunday with her
Mrs. Lois Roberts.
Miss Bonnie Cherry sp
week end with her mothe
Claude Anderson of Seda
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Ma
and Larry Jaunita Gambi
tended the singing conven
McConnell, Tenn.
Patsy Brooks spent the
end with Dorothy Harri
Water Valley.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymon
lace and Gary spent th
end with Mr. and Mrs.

Pure Silks ___
Skinner Crepe
Crepe Romaine
"Stone Cutter's

Fulton, Kentucky

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
WALTER VOELPEL
PAUL HORNBEAR
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
and Embalmer
Director
Embalmer
Director and
MRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Home
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.

Yards and yarc
ful and most de
ing to be sewn q
es, blouses and
right EASTER
your yardage t

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
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Steaks Cook By Kilowatts On New Diner i
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HENRY I. SEIGEL-CITY
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house on the highway last Week speedy recovery from a recent Tom Elliott, who was very low.
Mrs. Zettie Ltigens was brought operation.
home from the Fulton Hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Graham
Mrs. Francis Price was called
last week by Jackson and Sons to Mayfield last week to the have returned from a business
ambulance. She is making a bedside of ,her brother-in-law, trip to Memphis.
—

The news you've been waiting for...

Originated in 1937

Crittenden of Pilot Oak.
"B" SECTION
Our congratulations and best
Martha Luther
, wishes go to Helen Robertson and
Carl
Mrs.
Guest of Mr. and
011ie Harris who were united in
Greer last week was Mrs. Hanmarriage Tuesday night, March
Texas.
of
Amorillo,
ley Yates
1 the 8th, with Rev. Heisner of the
. Lee Ella Neely, Don Neely Al- I First Baptist church reading the
vie Clark, Nelda Mattheny and ceremony. The bride was lovely
Edwin were Sunday night supper in a black and white combination
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ben with a corsage of white carnaNeely.
tions. Mary Katherine Hale was in
Those attending the wedding
Mrs.
Memphis last Monday week.
were Jerry Robertson,
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Sanders, Floyd Winston and Mrs. Charlie
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Sanders and Holes. The best of everything to
Micheal of Union City visited you kids.
The admiration of any housewife, this gleaming stainless steel
Hardy and Ed's parents, Mr. and
kitchen on the Illinois Central Railroad's new all-electric dining earl
Mrs. Guthrie Luther and Mrs.
Mrs. Edgar Sanders of Barlow, Howard Pratt attended the fuis powered by 50,000 watts of electricity and features every modern1
appliance for cooking, as well as the latest automatic dishwashing andj
Ky., Sunday.
neral of their uncle, Charlie Kirk
refrigeration equipment.
Mrs. Wanda Byars and daugh- of Clayton, Tenn., Monday.
ter, Nancy Cheryl of Dukedom
Mrs. Ruby Winfrey and Mrs.
spent Sunday with her mother, Lera Gardner ittendeti the An- supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
LATHAM
Mrs. Lois Roberts.
nie Armstrong Circle at the home Charlie Holes, Mr. and Mrs flubb
AND BIBLE UNION
.
and
Mr.
Miss Bonnie Cherry spent the of Mrs. M. D. Philips.
Kay,
Alice
Johnson and
week end with her mother, Mrs.
Mrs. W. C. Morrison, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bell and Mrs. Duncan Alexander, Mr. and
Claude Anderson of Sedalia.
family spent Sunday with Wal- I Mrs. Monroe Wilkerson.
Dale Cummings is ill at the
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Matthews ters' parents, Mr. and Mrs. S.C.
Dorothy Stephenson spent Satr, Mrs.
at- Bell of Troy, Tenn. and Larry Jaunita Gambil
urday with Ma and Pa Wynne home of his grandm'othe
Em Griffin with virus pneumontended the singing convention at Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Yates and , of Hickman.
McConnell, Tenn.
Stinett and Louie ia. He is also suffering from an ,
family spent the week end with I Mrs. Jewell
with Min- injured knee received while
Patsy Brooks spent the weekdinner
had
Harrison
I
Mrs. Yates parents, Mr. and Mrs.
playing ball.
end with Dorothy Harrison of
day."
"one
Hogg
nie
'
Jim Mansfield of Dukedom.
We had our elimination conWater Valley.
' Ruby Greer makes Gladys
invitathe
was
again"
"Come
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond WalRoss "nervous-er" than any one. test in our school last week. The
following
the
to
extended
tion
week
lace and Gary spent the
We really have a super man at following will represent our
Thursday night
end with Mr. and Mrs. W. A. who were the
Seigel City. I saw Mr. Casby school at Dresden next Friday
strolling leisurely up the aisle at the first meet qf the •PressScimitar *ening Contest: 5th
with a horse on his shoulder.
Imagene Johnson has returned grade, Dan Shanklin; 6th grade,
to work after being absent with Beverly Rogers: 7th grade, Vir•
several weeks of illness. Imogene ginia Davidson; 8th grade, Jean
is the button girl in the First Foster. Champion of the schaol
was Suzanne Brundige, a sixth
Unit.
Imogene Johnson No. 2 the in- grade pupil.
Clifton Rea was in the Fulton
seomer in the first unit wishes
to thank each who sent cards, Hospital this week for x-rays
flowers and all who visited her and other treatment.
Willie Harwood moved his
while in the hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Bard
and Sidney were supper guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Luther
Wednesday night.
The Fulton High School band
paraded their new uniforms Sunday in a concert given at the
Carr gymnasium. The high light
of the program was the presentation of a lovely Ronson lighter
inscribed by the band to Leo
Greengrass. Leo, you're supposed
to use it and not keep it setting
on the desk.
Mr. and Mrs. Avery McIintyre
and family were supper guests of
OF COURSE!
14r. and Mrs. WilL Matthews
and Nancy Saturday night.
Trimfoot Pm-School shoes open the
developMr. and Mrs. Will Matthews
way for healthy normal foot
and Nancy spent Sunday with
conment. Patented ''Cuddle-Bacr
the latter's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
struction lets active little feet cuddle
Joe McIntyre and Bobbye of
Leaves
...
McConnell.
back comfortably at the heel
andgrow.
Mrs. W. F. Pearcey. Danney
room for all live toes tc wiggle
and parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. Al5.
In white or brown. Sizcs tc age
len spent Sunday in Cayce visiting relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Murrel Stephens
$3.98
and
$2.98
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Duke of near Farming'ton, Ky.

1

Vire Next Step?
to)-)71
:

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
ARE HERE!
°Offe
Room to spare ...
with spare room in
your kitchen!
Good news for busy homemakers with
the "mealtime blues" is the arrival
of the refrigerator that makes it easy
to store enough food for many tastetempting meals.
These brand new, eight-cubic-foot
International Harvester Super DeLuxe
Refrigerators are more than roomy inside. More than 16 square feet of shelf
area."Sto waway"freezer locker stores up
to 35 pounds of delicious frozen foods.
2pounds of ten1
"Frigidrawer'' stores 1 3/
der, juicy meat.
Two Crispers store over 3 pecks of
dewy-fresh vegetables and fruits, and a
Super-Storage Pantry-Bin stores food
you don't refrigerate.
Come in today. Learn more about the
safest,soundest investment in•-shoppingstoring-serving" freedom!
Stowdard
Ito 'item,*

PAUL NAILING IMPLEMENT COMPANY
314 WALNUT ST.

1FULTON

PHONE 16
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Skeo

TOPPERS in plaids and solid
colors.
$18.95 to $24.95
FULL LENGTH COATS in new
shades.
$24.95 to $29.95
SUITS in gabardine, fleece or covert cloth; soft spring pastels.
$24.95 to $29.95

(Continued on Second Section)

THE BUDGET SHOP
204 Lake St.

Fulton

Phone 1360

Studies made by veterinarians
in India showed that prolonged
i
)
:
(
adofofsubr
fvaevaotrheedr tal_ned s1arcek
‘

rili!IIIII11111111111111111111111!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111PI!!!!!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIRIIIIVIIIVII!i!ill13 .ine brucellosis.

P

YOUR

EASTER
FIGURE
BY COHAMA!
Yards and yards of Spring's most colorful and most desired fabrics ... just waiting to be sewn quickly into gay new dresses, blouses and gowns to make a fashionright EASTER wardrobe. Come select
your yardage today!
$2.98 and $3.98
Pure Silks
_ _$1.98
Skinner Crepe Spring Prints
$1.98
Crepe Romaines
_ _ _$1.98
"Stone Cutter's" Cord ___

11-10/NUA
312 Lake Street

Fulton

L. KASNOW
448 Lake St., Fulton
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Write Patricia Latane to Solve Your Problems

Friday, March 18, 1949

_Roots of'Culture rHGE°41,57,,;sgy

Dear Patricia:
When will my baby be born?
Will it be a boy or a girl? Will
it be healtky? Is my husband
wry fond of me? Will I always
be happy? Will my urge to save
money be worth while?
P.S—I hope to see this in
print soon. .
B.J.M.
Dear B.J.M.
It will be born 10 days-Latef
than you have counted. It will
be a boy. and will be healthy.
Yes, your husband is in love with
you and you will always be hapPY. Yes, by all means try to save
money it will be to your adventage. You have a bright future ahead of you and those dark
clouds will finally just disappear.

Guest by Mrs. C. H. McDaniel;
"The Forty of Sebaste" was read
by Mrs. Dell Nichols; and a chapter from "Faith of Our Fathers"
was reviewed by Mrs. Clifford
Shields.

tion prize.
The hostess served a lovely
patty plate at the close of the
games.
Members attending were Mrs.
Tieas, Mrs. Omar, Mrs. Fred
Homra, Mrs. Clyde Williams, Jr.
The' meeting was dismissed
and Misses Moore, Mary Homra,
with a prayer after which Mrs.
Ann Godfrey, Andy DeMyer and
Bob Hyland and Mrs. Paul WestCharlene Martin.
pheling served coca-colas and
cookies to 10 members and Fath5IRS. EUGENE WAGGONER
er Thomas.
ENTERTAINS CLUB AT
-HER H051E THURSDAY
THURSDAY CLUB
Mrs Eugene Waggoner enterMEETS AT HOME
tainen the members,okthe Thurs
OF MRS. GENE POE
day night bridge club at
her'
Mrs. Gene Poe entertairicci the home un Walnut street.
members of her bridge club
My. Jack Burton had high
Thursday night at her home on score tor the evening.
Walnut street
At the conclusion of the games
One guest, Mrs. Parks Weaks, the hostess served a salad plate.
was included with the members
Members playing were Mrs.
te form three tables of contract. Burton, Mrs. J. C. Olive, Mts.
Mrs. Joe Treas was high scorer Charles Looney, Mrs. Edwi•rd
Ear the evening, Miss Martha Benedict, Jr., Mrs. Herbert Brady
Moore, second high and Mrs. Mrs. David Phelps and Mrs. EuMorgan Omar, Jr., v.,on consolh- gene Hoodenpyle.

stance, some of our most well- DeLa J.M.
Yes, the boy you go with now
known doctors are in Memphis
and St. Louis. Pick one of these likes you but you don't care for
and go to him. See what he tells him like you should. No, you will
you and then do it and stop go- never go with the boy you like
ing to every doctor you hear l• as he doesn't.give a darn about
bout. Just take one and do what you. Why don't you wake up. He
he tells you to do. You will get is married. You will marry but
well.
not soon. The boy will be a
--stranger and you will only know
him abbut 3 months when you
Dear Patricia:
;
f \ ,t
Can you answer a few ques- up and marry.
tions for me? Where are my husband's fishing boats? When will Dear Miss Latane:
I have read your answers to
I get to go home? Will my trip
do me.a lot of gebd or will it be some letters and I find it most
money wasted? What will my interesting. I decided I would
write and ask you a few queshusband's new job be?
D.R. tions,
here's hoping you can give
Dear D'. R.
me
a good answer. This is my
It looks to me like he sold
first
time to write, well, here
those fishing boats. Will you
Dear Miss Latane:
kindly send me a sample of his goes.'I received a most insulting
.letter
a few days ago. I can't
I am worried. I have had three writing, I can tell more about
doctors examine me and they it. You will go home in July. The agine anyone sending a lettei
like that. I mean I don't know of
don't tell me the same thing. I trip will de you more good
an enemy. The letter had no
am about to give up. Will I ever a doctor can do for you. than
His name signed to
it and was post
get well? Is there anything for new job wont be anything if
he marked in Fulton
What I would
me to hope for and what must doesn't try a little harder to get
VERY
like to know is wno sent this let
I do?
M.W. one.
ter.
A.P.
Dear M. W.
Dear A. P.
Yes, don't ever give up. You Dear Patricia:
You
know
the
woman
that
will get well. Doctors are like
Please answer the questions
women and their flowers. What for me? Does the boy I go with wrote it, and you know the reayou would call oite flowfr I now really like me? Will I ever son this person wrote this letter.
would call some Other 'frame. If go with the boy I like so well The thing for you to do is talk to
it was all boiled down it maybe again? What happened to him? .her in person and tell her all is
fair in love and war.
wouldn't be either. My advice is Who will I marry if I ever
do
take some good doctor. For in- marry?
J.M. Dear Patricia;
Can you tell me if my husband
and I will ever own a home of
our own? Will I ever have enough
.
property that will be much help
We know What To Do!
to me or what will become of it?
Will my husband and I continue
/ Many a pair of shoes on their last
to work and live as we are at
iegS have been brought in to FORpresent for a length of time? Will
RESTER and given a new lease on
I continue to work at my present
life. Bring yours in today and let
jcb the rest of the year?
T.W.
the Aiinic" make them wearable.
Dear T.W.
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,
PHONE 926
Yes, you will continue on the
job you are now on for some
"WL TR 1' TO PLEAsE"
time. Yes, you will own your HAWKS-Nla'ARVER
, Orleans. They will live in Mem204 5Iain St.
Fulton
HAMBURGERS — HOT DOGS
own home. No, you will not fall VOWS ARE SAID
phis at 1950 Madison.
PIT BAR-B-Q
heir do anything of value. There IN 51E5IPHIS
The bride attended schools in
Always llot ('hili
Curb Service
Mr. and Mrs. Ben F. Hawks Kentucky and was graduated
will be a change in your living
condition in the next 6 months. of Route 5, Fulton announces from Freed-Hardeman College,
What you are think on falling the 'marriage of their daughter, ilenderson, Tenn. The brideheir too is willed to some woman Miss June Hawks, to Richard groom was graduated from Ecru
and will never do you any good. McCarver, son of Mrs. Brit Mc- High School and served in the
You just as well forget it and not Carver and the late Mr. McCar- Army during the war. He is now .
ver of Ecru, Miss.
make any plans as to this.
associated
with International
The ceremony took place Feb. Harvester Co., in Memphis.
25 at the Jackson Avenue Church
Dear Miss Latane:
—The Commercial Appeal.
Please tell me if you think my of Christ in Memphis. Harold C.
We are back in Fulton to give our old and new
son and wife who are seperated Key, minister of Lamar-Park- ALTAR SOCIETY
way Church of Christ, performed HOLDS REGULAR
customers a complete radiator service on cars, will go back together and when? the
ceremony in a candlelight MEET THURSDAY .
Do they really love each other?Do you think he has been true setting. The altar was flanked
trucks, and tractors. Also a complete line of
The Altar Society of St. Edwith
baskets of white gladioli.
to her?
Spring Gabardine,
E.W.
wards Church met Thursday
Mac McKessick was soloist.
Dear E. W.
radiators and cores at reasonable prices.
night
at
the
school.
The
-bride,
given in marriage
No, they will not go back toSizes 1-6
The meeting was opened with ,
gether as they don't love each by L. O. Grimes, wore a dress of
a
prayer
ivory
satin
by
with
a lace yoke anci
Father Delphir.
other like they should. No, he
COME IN AND GIVE US A TRIAL!
hasn't been true and neither has wide satin bertha. Her veil of Thomas. There were 41 visit,,
the
sick
French
reported
illusion
fell
from
and 10 ';:arcis
a halo
she. The best thing you can 'do
is to let them run their own lives of seed pearls and orange blos- sent to the sick.
During the business sess,oc:
and you stay out of it, as you soms. Her bouquet was of garconducted by Mrs. Peter Trim..
can't tell them how to live and denias and baby's breath,
Mrs. John Drury of Oak Ridge, president, plans for the
Now! At The
be happy. So, just keep your
Annual
nose in your own affairs and out Tenn., sister of the bride, was bridge party for Easter Monday ;
of theirs and let them work out matron of honor. Her dress was were made.
cf deep pint taffeta and her bouMrs. E. D. Keiser, program :
:hcir own problems.
quet of blue carnations.
chairman, presented the followBridesmaids were Miss Iris ing program; scripture
Miss Latane:
204 Lake
Located in b-zilding formerly occupied by
Fulton
Hawks of Fulton, sister of the by Mrs. Charlotte Smith;reading I
poem.!
I am hoping you can tell me bride,
and Miss Hazel Roberts "His Example" by Edgar
Southeastern Garage.
where I can find my pen. I would
A. amgmemem
of Memphis. They were attired
NES.
appreciate it very much. R.B.L. in
gowns of power blue taffeta
Fulton,.Ky.
Dear R.B.L.•
Phone 822
and their bouquets were of pink
Your pen was lost in a glue car. carnations.
OWNED AND OPERATED BY JIMMY McCLEN
I don't think you will every hear
DON
Marion Brit McCarver, broil-,
from it again as it was riding on of the bridegroom was best TrZ.I
the running boacd. It was either Attendants were Jerome
McCa ,
picked up or fell off, but I don't ver. ccusin of the bridgegrooni,
see anyone picking it up that and Bill McCarver, nephew of
the
would return it to you.
bridegroom.
After the ceremony Mrs. L. O.
Mrs. Carroll Johnson returned. Grimes and Mrs. A. C. Roberthome Saturday from Memphis son were hostesses at a recepwhere she has been a patient in tion at the church. The couple
the Baptist Hospital.
left for a wedding trip to New

eAsreR
OUR WORD EASTER"COMES
FROM EOSTRE,ANC/ENTANOLO
SAXON GODDESS Of SPRING.
F/ER FESTWAL WAS CELEBRATE-0
/N APRIL win/ FEAST/NG
AND GIFTS.

DISAGREEMENT CONCERN/NO
THE0A7E OFEASTER,IN 645LED
QUEEN EANALEDA OF BRITAIN TO
'---- FASTfOR PALM SUNDAY WHILE
IONG OSWY CELEBRATED THE
EASTER FESTIVAL

GIFTS OF DECORATED EASTER
EG6S WERE POPULAR /N
MEDIEVAL T/MES.77-IE CUSTOM
OATES FROM 77-IE
EARLY
DAYS OF CYR/ST/AN/TY.

WIN

RAY'S sawdww-it sitop

EASTER IS traL A
.0AV FOR GIVING
FINE GIFTS TO
FRIENDS AND
ME-kfBERS OF
THE FAMILY.

The Woman's Page ,

FORRESTER SHOE SHOP

LOOK! LOOK!

'MICKEY BOY'
ETON SUIT

AIME

(IM

r

$3.98 TO $1,98

FULTON

RADIATOR SERVICE

fc
a

THE BUDGET SHOP
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CONTRACTORS and
INDUSTRIAL
EQUIPMENT
A COMPLETE LINE
From A to W
(Air Tools to Wire Rope)
AIR TOOLS
BULLDOZERS
CHAIN SAWS
COMPRESSORS
CRANES
CRUSHERS
DRAG LINES
ELECTRIC TOOLS
LOADERS
MIXERS
POWER UNITS
PUMPS
SCRAPERS
SHOVELS
TRACTORS
WELDERS
WIRE ROPE

Write or Call Us
about your needs!

THURSTON COOKE EQUIPMENT CO.
1212 South Seventh Street - Near Oak
Louisville, Kentucky
MAgnolia 6180

SALES
a*id

SERVICE

r
Please furnish information on the following equipme
nt

NEW LOW PRICES!
7430

You Are Invited To See The A

0.0
o

FRIGIDAIRE

FULTON
LIONS
CLUB

J

REFRIGERATORS

MINSTREI
ai the

CHESTNUT GLADE

Atitir,ss

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY on
some models. See them on display
now ... at our store.

—SCHOOL—

Fri. Mar.25
8:00 P. M.

Nome

The pi ices of the 1949 Frigidaires
have now been substantially re• duced. GET OUR NEW LOW
PRICES before you buy!

— AD5IISSION —
ADULTS:-50c plus 10e TAX
STUDENTS:-25c phi% 5c TAX

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
Phone 185

Fulton
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feed—safe amounts such as are
It Pays To Advertise In The News!
generally recommended — but
heavily
shun
forthey
feed
may
1 Good Food
tified with the chemical.
The AVMA journal said. urea
Good Service
Two hundred and forty-two acts as a protein-saver in rations
by
causing bacteria naturally
By Alice Clark students are listed on the honor
Good Prices
110•••••••4HIssie-et-i-i-t-e-4-1-e-•••• roll for the first semester atMur- present in the rumen to multiMACHINE OPERATORS
ply and build their own proTry Our Daily Dinner
Congratulations to Mr. and ray State college, according to tein,
Experienced or Inexperienced
which is then digested by
Mrs. James Mann. The Round- Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester, regis- the animal.
and Luncheon Specials.
Ammonia is produchouse Roundup wishes them trar.
Apply At The Office Of
d in the process of urea breakEast State Line at Stoplight
good luck and years of happiness. One hundred and seventy-sevei down
rumen. Small aMrs. Mann before her marriage of the honor students are Ken- mountsin oftheammonia
HMI! RUSHTON, Prop.
are not
was Miss Pearl Glasco, daughter tuckians, with 65 from other harmful, but large amounts
that
of Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Glasco of 3tates. In order to be named on accumillate
Fourth Street
Fulton, Ky.
from excessive urea
Route 4. Mr. Mann is the son, the honor roll a student must
cause chronic or acute
of Mr and Mrs. Adrain Mann al- I have a standing of 2.2 or better. feeding
poisoning.
so of Route 4. James is employ- A perfect standing is 3.00.
ed by thellkirrois Central Rail- Honor students from this
road cirmpanY here as a switch- county are: Lawrence Cardwell, Sudden change of feed may
Jr".-, Harry Donald Davis, William make cows more susceptible to
man.
Grymes, James James, An- mastitis.
Lloyd
M. M. Matlock, general fore- abel Waters Jones, Ivan Meshack
man was in Chicago last Thurs- Jones, Erl Sensing, Mary Louise
day to attend a suggestion meet- Simons, Lawrence Tully and
Owned and Operated
WONDERFUL NEW INVENTION
ing. He reported an enjoyable Evelyn Robey Walters.'"
By RAY CLONTS
trip.
Sutherland's "Million Dollar" Truss
NO BELT—NO STRAPS NO ELASTIC—NO LEATHER
Hugh Merrin was in Fulton Tell Value Of Urea
REAL ESTATE and
Bar-B-Q by Leek Woods
NO ODORS.
Saturday inspecting engines. Mi For Cattle Feeding
New type CONCAVE PAD helps weakened muscles close
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
Herrin is an inspector out. of
instead of isnrcading. Controlled Swivel-Automatic Pressure.
Urea is a.valllatile protein sub- Office Over City National Bank
Chicago.
FREE Deminstration
The clerks had a meeting last stitute in ration§ for cattle and
•
61
Phone
1:THE TRUSS TO TRUST — ASK YOUR DOCTOR"
Thursday night in the Earle Ho- ! sheep, but poisoning may result
tel. Officers of the lodge were when large amounts are fed for I-AR3I AND CITY PROPERTY
498 Lake Street
extended periods.
elected for the year 1949.
• Phones 70-428
LIST OR BUY WITH US!
Miss Eddie Matlock entertain- This is the verdict of Oklaed her classmates with a going a- homa livestock health investiway party for Miss Margaret gators, as reported in the JournJones, who is moving to Jack- al of the American Veterinary
son, Miss. Miss Matlock had as ' Medical Association.
her guests the entire class at her Steers force-fed very large ahome on the Mayfield Highway. mounts of urea developea musThey all went in and bought a cular tremors, gasped, frothed at
camera and presented it to Miss the mouth, and died in less than
Jones. Games were played and twg hours. The investigators
A romp in the rain may mecm
a lovely dinner was served to 37 pointed out, however, that there
Hs little likelihood cattle will
guests.
"liquid refreshment" for your
By the Case
The I.C. Service Club met last willingly consume enough of this
By the Bottle
dog—but for you, liquid refreshFriday night and had a pot luck !chemical to suffer fatal illness.
ment means 93 proof Bond &
to
The
animals don't object
supper. Believe me you, I want
Lillard! 'This friendly Kentucky
of
this
servings
substitute
grand,
small
the
was
food
know
to
you
MIDNIGHT
to
A.M.
HOURS: 7:30
in other words it was out of this
whiskey has been famous for 80
world it was so good. Everyone
Phone 9194
Depot Street
years.Try it today—you'll like it!
was
There
time.
good
a
such
had
59 members and guests present.
"Uniformly Fine
After dinner- bingo was played,
• The crowd voted to have a float
Since 1869"
For Finest Flowers
in the Army Day parade. did you
and Vegetables,
say what kind a winner, of
course we hope?
Come in Now
The I.C. Service Club directors
to Select from
zind the entertaining committee
Our Large
met in Ole home of Mrs. J. W
Assortment
Coleniao Wednesday night for a
of Famous
businesi meeting and to make
Burpee's Seeds
plans for the future meetings.
Come Early, While
We are glad to hear that CarYour Favorite Varieties
man J.N. Smith who _is in the
a As
KENTUCKY
Are Here
it:;))
;
I. C. Hospital at Paducah is getWHISKEY'
ting along nicely.
Callers Bugg and Rhodes were
— A BLEND
elected officers in the Clerks
Lodge last Thursday night.
-6570 GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
Mrs: James Wade and children
NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORP.,- NEW YORK, N. Y. --;
Phone 4s3
have returned from Jackson, E. State Line
—
Tenn., after spending the week
end with Mrs. Wade's parents.
Mrs. W. R. McKenzie and chilspent the weekend in Jackdren
growers
with
acreage
up
signing
now
We are
son, Tenn., visiting with relatives !
nd friends.
for the production of ripe tomatoes this season,
Elizabeth Morris has returned
from Birmingham, Ala., after a
and urge all farmers interested in growing
visit with her daughter there.
tomatoes to contact us promptly.
3IENU FOR HOGS
A pig's dietary needs are on
a much higher plane than most
people think, a newly issued
veterinary bulletin reveals.
Included on the daily menu
for hogs are at deast 8 different
vitamins. 10 minerals, most of
the amino acids contained in
meat and vegetable protein,

Roundhou; COUNTY CITIZENS
Round-Up ARE HONOR PUPILS

HELP WANTED

RUSHTON'S CAFE

HENRY I. SIEGEL CO , INC.

DRIVE-IN CAFE

RUPTURE

CHAS. W. BURROW

PIT BAR-B-Q
ICE COLD DRINKS
SHORT ORDERS

CITY DRUG CO

ICE COLD BEER

4

-Q

erviee

RMIMIMMie

Urpee'S
Seeds Grow

WANTED
Contract for

FULTON
HATCHERY

TOMATOES

GAS PRICES

WATER VALLEY
CANNING COMPANY
Phone 16
WATER VALLEY, KY.
3 —

PAY LESS — SAVE MORE
THIS MODERN WAY
WITH ONLY ONE
SMALL BILL TO PAY

plus fats, carbohydrates, and
green roughage.
Failure of many swine growers to supply these essentials
—through use of grain.s,
pasture plants, and protein concentrates—accounts for a considerable portion of the heavy

losses in pig production, the
bulletin declares.

Due to local conditions of the market, we have cut the
price of our gasoline from regular 26c and Ethyl 28c to:

REGULAR

ETHYL

WE GUARANTEE our gasoline to perform
in your car as well as any now being sold in
this trade territory.

YOU MUST BE-SATISFIED, OR Y3UR
MONEY CHEERFULLLY REFUNDED,

tootiTSHour;
•
e•

U.S SAVINGS
BoNDS

1

ASIIE

and see how much they
Add all your monthly payments
pay all those bills . ..
amount to. The chances are you can
and save yourself considerable
with a friendly cash loan .
worth looking into . . . and
cash each month. It's certainly
it out. Why not phone or
figure
you
help
to
glad
we'll be
rnuch we can save you
how
exactly
find
and
today,
come in
each month?
advantage of our PerAVOID MONEY WORRIES by taking
Families and Individuals. For
sonalized Financial Service for
or obligation. Phone
borrowers or non-borrowers, without cost
or come in for complete information.,

World's Smallest Hearing
Aid Receiver Transmits 2 to 6
Times More Clear Sound
• Here's new hearing clarity—with fur
than before! And
more sound intensity comfort--mlllions
wholly new hearing
can now hear with power turned way
down. No buzzing, no hollow sounds.
Beltone seta new standard of lifelike
hearing.
pontGet free booklet of amazing wrapwar tains omalamfruwa. Plam
per — no nbliaation. Com• la,

FREE

phona or mail coupon.

8e/tone

lir" N.
"uaarawead by TA
Geed Haawkwaing

FOREMOST ONE-UNIT
MARINO AID

O. A. ROLAND

Next To Graham Furniture Store

BOX 727, PADUCAH, KY.
iseitone Hearing Service

Irdeitigate FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY
311 WALNUT STREET
PHONE 1232
FULTON

Box 727, Paducah, Ky.
61 nets b t
"parneyEr•1
"
1"
I "
to Ortwoona "
a
'
Rita
I

Nam.
Arldrom
TomL

See us for the BEST DEAL IN TOWN ON TIRES and TUBES. We sell GOODYEAR.

MARCH SPECIAL
$200
5-QUART OIL CHANGE '6°,:rrIPm
AND COMPLETE GREASE vii5d13:
CALL FULTON "9188" anytime DAY OR NIGHT for complete road and wrecker service.

PIPELINE GAS CO.
Lake Street and State Line

Fulton, Ky.
_
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MRS. FALL IS
NEW PRESIDENT
OF P-TA GROUP

The Woman's Page
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,

PHONE 926

Mrs. Hoyt Moore has announced the engagement and approaching marriage of her daughter,
Martha Eunice, to Thomas Field
Mahan, seri of Mrs. Elizabeth
Field Mahan of Fulton.
The wedding will be solemnized Saturday morning, April 30,
at 10 o'clock at the First Methodist Church
Miss Moore is a graduate of the
University of Kentucky where
she was a member of Alpa Gamma Delta Social Sorority.
For the past two years she has
been employed at Kentucky Utilities Company.
Mr. Mahan was graduated from
the Woodard School of Photography in Memphis and is an
employee of the Illinois Central
Railroad.
WESLEYAN GUILD
MEETS WITH MRS.
ELIZABETH PAYNE
'The Wesleyan Guild of the
First Methodist church met Monday night at the home of Mrs.
Elizabeth Payne with Mrs. Stella Yates cb-hostess.
The • members of the
Guild
were happy to have its president,
Mrs. E. C. Grisham, back after
oeveral weeks absence due to illness in her family.
The meeting was opened with
a prayer. After attending to the
old and new business.
Mrs. Jessie Harris gave the les-

Baby Coats

MRS. VESTER FREEMAN
ENTERTAINS FRIENDS
AT BRIDGE LUNCHEON

Toddler and
Little Girl Coats
All expertly styled and tailor-.
ed in the best of materials:,
100% virgin
wool, covert
cloth and tweeds. Blue, Rose,
Aqua, Shrimp, Navy and the
popular checks.
ALL in the latest fashions —
unpressed pleats, swing backs
and fitted styles with eyecatching buttons and trimmings.
Size, 1 to flx

$12.95 TO $22.95 abCCe's
Make your selections early at Fulton's only shop
deroted exclusively to Children's clothes.

THE TINY TOGGERY
MALCO BLDG.

College of Arts 'and
lin the
Sciences at the university. He is
a member of the Pryor PreMedical Society and a former
Arthur McDurmon, 61, of Mar- member of the Student
Governtin was killed outright late Sunment Association.
day afternoon in a three-cai•
smash near Huntingdon that
Kappa Sigma was founded Detook the lives of two and seri- cember 1869 at the University of
ously injured another.
Virginia. Since then, this fraternity has grown to be one of the
Dead besides Mr. McDurmon largest in the country having
was -Louie 'Weathers, Bruceton, more than 100 chapters throughnegro, who was dead on arrival out the United States and
Canaat a Memphis hospital, and in- da. The University of
Kentucky
jured and in a serious condition chapter of Kappa Sigma was
today in a Memphis hospital was chartered in April 1901.
Turner Traywick, Mr. McDurmon's employer and driver of the
car in which the Martin man was Thomas Elected Head
riding.

Arthur McDurmon, 61
Killed In Collision

FULTON

Lots For Little
At Your A&P...
HERE'S THE PROOF
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in the best of flannels and
corduroy . . . in pastels, with
adorable matching bonnets. ..

es for a happy life.
Mrs. Bennett assisted by her
daughter, Betty Boyd and Misses Norma Phillips and. Carolyn
Rudd, served a salad plate and
iea to Mrs. J. A. Mann, Mrs. R.L.
Williams, Mrs. J. D. Jones, Mrs.
Jewell Myatt, Mrs. Jess Davis
and Misses Glenda Bone, Shirley
Mann and Movcene Elliott.
Those sending gifts but were
unable to attend were Mrs. Eugene Glasco, Mrs. Charles Copeland and Miss Ida Belle Taylor.

MRS. BOYD BENNETT
Mrs. Ernest Fall, Jr., prom- HOSTESS TO SHOWER
inent club woman and former FOR RECENT BRIDE
president of the Woman's Club , Mrs. Boyd Bennett was hostwas elected president of the ess to a miscellaneous shower
West Fulton Parent-Teacher As- Monday evening complimenting
sociation at a meeting of the or- Mrs. James W. Mann, the former
ganization held at the school Pearl Glasco, a recent bride.
Tuesday. Mrs. Fall, mother of
The bride was attractive in LINTON CHOSEN
Otha Linton,
Fulton
High
two children, and long a work- her wedding .dress of navy blue
er in parent-teacher projects with grey accessories. She was School senior, has been chosen
brings a wealth of club exper- presented a corsage of pink car- as the Fulton Rotary Club's delience to her new post. In a grac- nations by the hostess. One of the egate to the third annual World
Of I. C. Service Club
ious speech of acceptance she feature decorations was the ar- Affairs Institute at Cincinnati
Mr. Traywick operates the
said: "I am gratful for the honor tistically decorated bride's chair March 25 and 26. He will be one
George Thomas, vice-president
Traywick
Produce Co., of Hunof more than 700 high school stuyou have bestowed I upon me, where the honoree was seated.
Illinois
Central
of the local
for I feel it is an h,onor to work
The house was beautifully dec- dents expected to take part in tingdon. Mr. McDurmon was an Service Club, has been elevated
employe of that firm.
for any organization having the orated with jonquils and potted the conference.
to the presidency of that orinterest of our children as its plants. A lovely arrangement of
ganization to replace John Caprime objective." Mrs. Fall, suc- gladiolus were sent by Mrs. Uel To Form Homemakers Club
Harvey Pewitt Elected vender, who has resigned.
ceeds Mrs. Hendon Wright, whose Killebrew.
Mrs. Bertha McLeod, Fulton
Pat Matheny was elected to
President of Kappa Sig
outstanding tenure of office was I Contests were enjoyed during c'ounty
home
demonstration
the post of vice-president at the
recognized by the members pre- . the evening. Mrs. D. J. Jones agent will meet at the home of
Harvey Mac Pewitt, Jr., son of meeting last Friday night, and
sent. Mrs Wright, who becomes , won the prize and a special gift Mrs. J. H. Lewis on Maple ave- Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Pewitt of the resignation of Mary Alice
was
first vice-president was presentgiven to the honoree.
nue March 23 at 2:30 p.m. to or- Fulton, has been elected presi- Coleman as secretary submitted
The gifts were delivered by ganize a new Homemakers Club
ed with the president's pin.
dent of Beta Nu chapter of Kap- the previous 1.veek, was not acexpress
"'Other officers elected are: Mrs.
messenger represented for Fulton.
.
pa Sigma fraternity at the Uni- cepted.
Gilson Latta secretary; and Mrs. by R. L. Williams.
All interested ladies and pros- versity of Kentucky.
Following the meeting and a
The honoree received
Don Hill, treasurer.
many pective members are asked to
A graduate of Cayce High pot-luck supper, games were
During the short business ses- lovely gifts and many good wish- :Mend.
School, Pewitt
now a junior played.
sion delegates were named to
attend the' district P.-T.A. meeting in Murray on March 29. They
are: Mesdames Wright, Fred Gibson, Clint Reeds, Ernest Fall, Jr.
and Leo Greengrass.
Mrs. Ernest Caldwell, Mrs.
The alternates are Mesdames
Willie Homra and Miss Pat DavAaron Butts, Wallace Shankle.
id were hostesses to the monthErnest Cardwell. George Moore
ly meeting of the Uneedus Group
and Gilson Latta.
Monday evening at 7:30 in the
Mrs. Gilson Latta,
prograrn
basement of the church.
chairman presented Mrs. Paul
The meeting was opened with Wespheling who spoke briefly on
a song followed by a prayer.
the hazards of the President's
Mrs. Geprge Moore presided government
health insurance
over the business session and plz.m. Study groups for the aftMrs. J. C. Hancock was in charge erncon consisted of: "Quarreling
of the program "Sustenance" was , Among Children" conducted by
the topic of the Bible Study giv- Miss Katherine Williamson for
en by Miss Martha Taylor.
mothers of children in the lower
During the social hour the host- grades and "Democracy Among
Mr,
esses served lovely refreshments the Teens" discussed by
to 33 regular members, 3 new Arch Huddleston, Jr., with moth
members, Mrs. Marvin Crocker, ers of the junior high and hig'
Mrs. Leonard Allen and
Mrs. school grades.
Perfect Strike
Dennis Burkett.
1-Lb.
JUICY FLORIDA
Visitors were Mrs. Bill Hol- MRS. STILLEY
Chum
Tall
Can
land and Mrs. Frank Neal.
HOSTESS TO
BRIDGE CLUB
Oleo (white)
1-Lb.
MISSIONARY
Lb. Bag
Margarine
Mrs. Rupert Stilley was hostCtn.
SOCIETY HAS
ess to the Thursday afternoon
MEET MONDAY
•
Ann
Page
bridge club at her home in the
Lb.
The Missionary Society of the Highlands.
or Spaghetti
Ctn.
Presbyterian Church met MonThe St. Patrick's Day
motif
FLORIDA
day afternoon at the church.
was carried out in the decoraWhite
No. 2
Mrs. Bill Holland, president, tions, tallies and refreshments.
Cream Style
called the meeting to order and
Can
After several progressions, Mrs
ptesided over the business ses- C. L. Maddox received high score
sion. During the session a re- prize.
No. 2
port of the Presbyterian DisA depghtful salad plate was
Cans
trict meeting held in Union City served to Mesdames Maddox.
March 8 was given.
Robert Graham, N. T. Morse,
Whitehouse
Tall
The devotional was gillen by Mel Simons, Don Hill, A. B. Rob
I
( 1 RI
RIPI:
Mrs. E. Rueb.
Can
erts and B. O. Copeland
An interesting program was
Iona Delicious
Big 46-oz
given by Mrs. J. W. Laurence, MRS. JAMES W. MANN
Mrs. Joe Brown and Rev. E. HONORED AT SHOWER
Can
Tubes
39C
Rueb.
WEDNESDAY EVENING
The meeting was
dismissed
A
&
P
Fancy
No.
2'2
Mrs. Neal Looney and MI with a prayer.
John Clayton complimented Mi Can
James W. Mann, a recent brick
MA( K
‘I I N.TINE
Langs Whole
v..ith a miscellaneous show( ,
Qt.
Wednesday night at the home of
Jar
Mrs. Looney in Riceville.
Contests and games were enNo. 2
Lbs.
joyed throughout the eveninr;
kna
Cans
ing with Mrs: Bill Eliott, Mr,
Harold McMillen and Mrs. J. A
N.B.C. Premium
Mann winning prizes.
1-Lb.
Following the contests th!
Box
MI(1111GAN REDS
honoree was presented many
lovely gifts.
Delmonte
No. 2'2
The hostess served a dessert
Can
plate to Mesdames Jewel Hinkle,
Lb. Bag
Eugene Glacso, Emma Mann, J.
Cheese
Food
Lb.
A. Mann, Harold McMillen. Bill
Elliott, Bill Looney, Louise HolLoaf
ly and Misses Shirley Bone, Betty Oliver, and Jean Mann.
al
Campbells
GOOD OR DAWN
10'z oz.
Those sending gifts but were
Can
unable to attend were Mesdames
Russell Hicks, Jim Oliver, Valvie
Iona
No. 2l z
Fuller, Floyd McMillen,- M. D.
- Lb.
Phillips, Clint Thompson, Sio
Can
ney Carber, Delton Bone, Grac•
Good Quality
Parton, Stanley Beadles, Glad:, 14-oz.
Allen, Wilburn Allen and Elioll
Bot.
IIIL DRES'NF D
Bevil of Memphis.

son "Feeding the five thousand"
MRS. CECIL McDANIEL
taken from Estelle Carvers new
HONOREE AT SHOWER
bock "Newness of Life."
FRIDAY AFTERNOON
During the social hour the hostMesdames Frank Allen and esses served light refreshments
James Shields were hostesses to to 11' members, and one visitor,
a household shower Friday aft- Mrs. John Bowers.
ernoon at the Allen hom•.-! in
Highlands when they compli- AIRS. J. B, CEQUIN
mented their brother's wife, Mrs. HOSTESS MONDAY
Cecil McDaniel, a recent bride.
TO CIRCLE MEET
entertainment
feature
The
Mrs. J. B. Cequin was hostess
were games and contests with
Mrs. Billie Speed and Mrs. James to the East Fulton Circle Monday afternoon at her home on
McDaniel receiving prizes. many Walnut street.
The honoree received
The meeting was opened with
nice gifts.
A party plate was served to Bible verses followed by a prayMcMillin, er in unison. Mrs. Grace Griffin,
Mesdames
Floyd
James Allen, Alf Killebrew, Sam the president, presided over the
McDaniel, G. E. Allen, Billie business session.
Mrs. Dick Bard gave a report
Speed, James McDaniel, Raymond
Killebrew, L. D. Harvey, Jodie from the Methodist Woman. The
Fortner, James Barden, James Bible lesson was given by Mrs.
McFerrin, Ruby Stephens, Miss G. W. Dirnmitt.
The meeting was closed with
Shirley Mann, Carolyn Allen and
the benediction.
the hostess.
During the soFial hour light
Those sending gifts but Were
unable to attend were Mesdames refreshments were served to 17
Odell Brittian, Hec Bennett. members and two visitors.
Ernest Willey, Dean Terrell, Leo
UNEEDUS GROUP
Reed and Miss Odell Killebrew
All left at a late hour wishing HOLDS MEETING
NIONDAY NIGHT
the bride much happiness.
MOORE-MAHAN
NUPTIALS TO
BE IN APRIL

! Alford, Clarice Thorpe, Winfred
Shepherd, Bob White, Lela Stubblefield, Robert Fowlkes, John
Holstenberg, J. L. Jones, Sr., J.E.
Fall, Sr., Joe Davis, Mrs. B. B.
Henderson

Friday, March 4, 1949

PHONE 1218
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Mrs. Vester Freeman ente!
tained a group of friends Thuiday with a delightful one o'cicci.
luncheon at her home on Th.!' !
st reet.
The house was
attractively
decorated with bouquets
of
Spring flowers. A two-course
luncheon was served to 32 guest
at tables decorated with place
cards and flowers in the St.
Patrick's Day motif.
High score prize was awardei
to Mrs. Elizabeth Snow, second
high was given to Mrs. M. S. ,
Hughs of Bristol, Okla., houseguest of Mrs. Leon Browder and ,
Mrs. Clarice Thorpe received low
score prize.
The guest list included Mrs.
Paul WeStpheling, a luncheon
guest, and Mesdames Leon Browder, Clarence Pickering, Ann
Whitnel Hornbeak, Abe Jolley,
A. G. Baldrige, Clanton Meacham, Clint Reeds, Ben Evans, L.O.
Carter, M. S. Hughs. L. O. Bradford. Elizabeth Snow, J. H. Maddox, Guy Gingles, George Doyle
Louis Weaks, C. C. Maxfield,
Clyde Williams, Hazel Scruggs,
Frank Brady, Virgil Davis, R.M.

SALMON
49'
SURE GOOD
25`
MACARONI
39'
CORN
10'
2
SCHOOL DAY PEAS
11'
EVAP MILK
11`
TOMATO JUICE
19`
SAUERKRAUT
10c
SWEET PICKLES
39c
TOMATOES
2
25c
CRACKERS
23'
FRUIT COCKTAIL
35c
2
CHED-O-BIT
TOMATO SOUP
10`
HOMINY
10c
CATSUP
2
15'
3 Lb. 85'
DEXO SHORTENING
Can
Sunny Field Plain
FLOUR
25 131; $1.49
WHITE LAYER CAKE Vanilla ked 612 in. size Ea. 49'
FRESH COUNTRY EGGS
44c
Ctn.
t1.65
CIGARETTES Popular Brands
Incl. Tax 'f'
6 For 25r
(ANDY BARS 5c Varieties
•

Old Dutch Chases Dirt

Delicious Condensed

CLEANSER

HEINZ SOUPS
most
ii-oz

"N 12'

Varieties

Can

Ig

8

TOMATOES

2

GREEN BEANS
2

10

FRYERS
sic

DRESSED WHITING

OCEAN FISH
Lb. 1 7C

Fine Quality
SEED POTATOES

A&P Self Service

SAUCE

3SW1FTNING

COD FISH CAKES

1101-

10 07

1-1.b. 36c

49(

Lb.

Swifts Bland Lard

g

POTATOES

Pkg

25c

Merchants Inv
C of C Meetin

The Fulton Chan
merce will meet
monthly session n
night at 7:00 p.m. i
Room." inewly-ope
room over the Derb
Highlands.
E. E. Williamson,
ed president, will
meeting, which wil
ner.
An urgent appea
ton merchants is b
attend this meetint
mer closing dates a
tinent matters will
and determined.
Those not desirint
per with the group
be on hand about
time the meeting w
For furlher infi
advance tickets to
which are $1.50, ea,
office at 43.

Hugh Fly Opez
Derby Cafe Sa

The Derby Cafe
the junction of the
highway, West Sta
highway 51 by-p
Highlands, opens
Saturday after bein
the past several
t•omplete face-liftint

The business was
chased by Hugh
former manager of
in downtown Fultoi
improvements, inch
vete banquet roo
larger inside seatin,
outside terrace, hat
ed.

WEST STAT

Mrs. Edgar Grisl

This weeks prayer
be held at the horn'
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
day evening.
Edna Virginia Hic
sick list.

Robert Sisson w
school Monday becat
Willis Howard Hi
and Mrs. Chas. Hic
Steve Edwin of C
weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Varlet
Edna and Mrs. Chas
ents, Mr. and Mrs.
lor and Joy.
Little Guy Thomai
Johnnie Sutton botl
sore throats. They ar
Mr. and Mrs. Rayn
north of town.
Mrs. Julia Moore
spent the weelsend
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COFFEE
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Merchants Invited To
Chestnut Glade Books
C of C Meeting Monday Minstrel Next Friday
The Fulton Chamber of Commerce will meet in
regular
monthly session next Monday
night at 7:00 p.m. at the "Derby
Room." inewly-opened banquet
room over the Derby Cafe in the
Highlands.
E. E. Williamson, newly-elected president, will conduct the
meeting, which will follow dinner.
An urgent appeal to all Fulton merchants is being made to
attend this meeting, since summer closing dates and other pertinent matters will be discussed
and determined.
Those not desiring to have supper with the group are urged to
be on hand about 7:45, at which
time the meeting will start.
For furIlher information or
advance tickets to the
meal,
which are $1.50, call the C of C
office at 43.

Hugh Fly Opens New
Derby Cafe Saturday

The Fulton Lions Club Minstrel will appear at the Chestnut
Glade school next Friday, March
25, at 8: p. m.
The following Thursday, Mar.
31, the troupe will appear in
Paris, Tenn., and on April 8th
an appearance has been booked
for Tiptonville, according to
Club officials.
A rehearsal before the Chestnut Glade show has been set
for Thursday, March 24, and all .
members of the cast and orchestra are required to be present.

2aah

Margaret Sue Moore is ill
measles at the home of her pa ,
ents, Mr. and Mrs. George Moo,
in Highlands.

CLASSIFIED ADS

EASTER PRINTED CREPE

AUTO GLASS installed Fulton
Paint and Glass Co.,
210
Church.

DRESSES

FOR SALE: John Deere Tractor,
model "B" with equipment.
The Derby Cafe, located at
See J. C. Barham, Route 3,
the junction of the Union City
Fulton,'Ky., 8 miles east of
highway, West State Line and
Fulton 34 mile south of State
highway 51 by-pass in the
Line Road.
Highlands, opens for business
Saturday after being closed for SPECIAL, BLOCK SALT 55c.
the past several weeks for a
Open formula feed, fertilizer,
complete face-lifting program.
fencing, roofing, other farm
supplies. Southern States FulThe business was recently purton Co-op. 402 Main street.
chased by Hugh Fly, genial
former manager of Smith's Cafe STRAIGHT
SALARY
$50.00
in downtown Fulton., and many
Weekly, Man or Woman with
improvements, including a pri
Auto sell Poultry Mixture
vete banquet room
Farmers:
upstairs,
. Eureka Mfg.
larger inside seating space, and
East St. Louis, Ill.
outside terrace, have been addFLOOR SANDING, refinishing,
ed.
ses I ing, wa x ing.
Reasonable
prices. Work guaranteed, free
WEST STATE LINE
estimates. LACY
RHODES.
Mrs. Edgar Grissom, ('or.
515 E. Gibbs Street Union City,
Tenn. Phone 175-M.
This weeks prayer meeting will
be held at the home of Mr. and FOR SALE: Registered
Duroc
Mrs. Edgar Grissom at 7:30 Frigilts for sale. Double Vacinatday evening.
ed, weight approximately 250
Edna Virginia Hicks is on the
pounds.
C. P. FREEMAN
sick list.
Robert Sisson was out of
school Monday becLuse of a cold.
Willis Howard Hicks and Mr.
and Mrs. Chas. Hicks and son,
Steve Edwin of Clinton were
weekend guests of his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks and
Edna and Mrs. Chas. Hick'soparents, Mr. and Mrs. Claude Taylor and Joy.
Little Guy Thomas Sutton and
Johnnie Sutton both have very
sore throats. They are the sons of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sutton.
north of town.
Mrs. Julia Moore of Fulton
spent the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Moore. ,_
Rev. and Mrs. Earl Baird of
Cayce were dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Grissom Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Grable
and children, Randy and Bonnie, were supper guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Vance Hicks and Edna
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leen Moore spent
awhile Sunday with their daughter and husband, Mr. and M:s.
N. B Roberson of Clayton and
report Mrs. Roberson is much improved.
Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Grable
and children and Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Sutton and children
spent Thursday evening with Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Grissom.
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Solid colors, new polka-dots and polka
dottrim.. . . including the new Bolero style with
3-4 sleeves. Sizes 9-15; 12-20; 161
/
2 to 241
/
2

44
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8.98 to 12.98
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PRETTY LITTLE

Spring Gabardines in
popular
swing - back
styles. New spring pastels. Sizes 10-20.

r

HATS
Daintily
Veiled
and
Strewn With Flowers.
Pastels and Dark Straws

24.98

RUSSEL!. E. TRAVIS
Land Surveying
Civil Engineering.
1 417 Eddings St.
Phone 437

3.98 -$9.98

C.

TOPPERS

CARD OF THANKS
We would like to express our
appreciation and thanks to each
and every one of our friends and
relatives for their visits, cards,
gifts, flowers and telephone calk
during our recent stay in Jones'
Clinic, and since returning home.
Our thanks to Dr. and Mrs.
Jones, Dr. Poe and nurses of
Jones' Clinic; also to the people
who assisted us ,at the scene of
the wreck: and to the Hornbeak
Funeral Home.
May God bless each and every
one of you.
MR. AND MRS. AVELDON KING
SARAH KING

AND 3-4 LENGTHS'
Gabardines ... full backs
... in Bright Spring Pastel Colors. Sizes 8-20.

19.98 to 24.98
NEW GLOVES
. . . that ieflect the new
season! Soft suede in a
wealth of colors.

Political Announcements
The News is authorized to announce the candidacy of the fol-,
lowing, subject to the action of
the Democratic Primary to be
held on Saturday, August 6, 1949:

$1.49 to $2.98

For County Judge
Homer J. Roberts
For Sheriff
Leland Jewell

HA,,NDBAGS
Easter is at hand . . . .
with these sleek bags to
complement new ensembles. All the new colors.
$2.98 to $5.98

ist
SUM
NEW SPRING CONvertibles .. Full of Fashion News for You! New.
Longer, Boxy Jacket to
Wear Belted or Fly-away.

T

here are any number of reasons why the application of agricultural limestone should be a
regular practice on every farm. But the most
important reason of all is that liming makes
money.
Most Agricultural Experiment Station reports
show that the regular application of agricultural limestone results in much larger yields of
better crops than where no lime is used.
Depending on the type of soil and the crop
or crop rotation, these authoritative reports
show that every dollar invested in limestone
returns from $3.00 to over $10.00.
You can greatly increase the earning power
of your farm by using our "7re-tone regularly.

Blouse Confections
. to sweeten Spring Suits!

•

EASTER HOSE
... Heavenly-shaded, will-'o-thewisp Claussner KLEER-SHEER
Nylons.

Incorporated
PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

MIL

4.911PRIIREE111111LE

$2.98 to $5.98
THESE ARE YOUR

CEDAR RLUFF STONE COMPANY

Our Agricultural Limestone Can Be Ordered Through
CITY COAL COMPANY, FULTON, KY.
WILLIE SPEED, FULTON, KY.

NEW COMBINATION.
idea in Navy-and-Grey,
tan-and-copper ; others in
tweeds and pastel gabardines. Sizes 9-15: 12-20.

Sheer rayon crepe, beautifully
etched with val-type lace bib
insert. White and colors.

15 Denier
20 Denier

$1.65

30 Denier

$1.35

Irregulars, 15 Denier

$1.25

Irregulars, 20 Denier

98c

-

$1.65

12.98
ROBERTS
To $24.98

STORE
422 Lake St.

Eultcns
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CHURCH CALENDAR I CO-OP MEMBERS
MEET IN MAYFIELD
First- Baptist

A warning on declining bus'
I ince;
- activity and farm income
i was posted for local board meinSecond and Eddings
I bers of Southern States CooperaJ. G. HEISNER, Pastor
9:45 a. m. I tive attending an annual mid:-Ionday School
10:50 a. m. 1winter regional conference ThursMorning Worship .
6:30 p. m. I day, March 10, at the Coral Room
Training Union ....
7:30 p. m. ; Hall Hotel, Mayfield, Ky.
Evening Worship
7:30 p. m. 1 "While there is no fear of any
Prayer Service Wed
i deep depression in the near fui ture, the danger signals are out
South Fulton
, and it is neaessary that we as inBaptist Church
, dividuals and as an organization
J. T. DRACE, Pastor
adjust our operations to take in9:45 a. m. to account these changing conSunday School
Morning Worship
11,00 a. m. ditions." That statement was
Training Union
6:15 p.m. ' made in a r:port on Southern
Evening Worship'
7:30 p. m. States for the first half of the
Mid-Week Service — Wednesday fiscal year, by Howard G. Grist,
, Jr., of Baltimore, Md., director of
7:15 p. m.
, Feed Distribution for the Cooperative.
Riceville
•
I Attending the conference were
Baptist Church
1local Southern States representaSunday School
10:00 a. m. ; fives from the following comMorning Worship
11:00 a. m. munities: La Center, Murray,
7:00 p.'m. Clinton. Hickman, Fulton, BenEvening Worship
ton and Paducah.
..
A.
Calert of Mays Lick,
Crutchfield •
Ky., a Member of the Southern
Baptist Church_
States Board of Directors presidJOE WILSON, Pastor
ed ca tho session, which also was
Sunday School
10:00 a. m attended by several agricultural
Preaching first and third Sun- !workers as guests of Southern
days 11:00 a. m. and 7:00 p m. :States, and by managers , of Ca
; operative service agencies in th•
, area.
Mt. Carmel

Church

We Handle
Only

TAYLOR S

Dependable,
Good Quality
9
N CHURCH ST.
PHONE 183
FULT1O
°

Fnendly Service
STANDARD OIL products
ATLAS tires
Greasing — 1Vashing

C

Let us clean your radiator with
our NEW, amazing process.

COLEMAN SERV. STA
Dukedom highway

Phone 68

Daily Rates
$1.25 and up
When it: Fulton, Visit The

EARLE HOTEL
"FULTON'S FINEST"
Ne v Heating System — Newly Remodeled
FREE PARKING
W. J. LARKIN, Mgr.

WEEKLY RATES
85.00

Baptist Church

!POULTRYMEN WARNED OF
JOE WILSON, Pastor
; NEW CHICK DISEASE
Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
Poultry growers are urged to
Preaching second and fourth
watch their flocks for signs of
Sundays 11:00 a. m. and 7:00 p. m.
! an apparently new disease that
: strikes chicks under lour weeks
Liberty
of age, killing many. Growth
I failure, rough feathering, and
Baptist Church
Middle Road
BOB COVINGTON. Pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a. in.
Training Union
6:30 p. m
Evening Worship ...
7:15 p. m
Mid-Week Service Thurs. 7:00

FRESH

St. Edwards Church

PIPE—means a bowl with hollow stem for smokinr,.

Carr Street
PERRY L. STONE, aIinister
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
Chureli School
10:00 a. m.
Mid-Week service Wed 7:00 p.m.

Old pipes corrode . . . slamup vater flow. Let P. T.
JONES && SON your ONETRIP plumber put in wen
'pipe; where needed.

We Sell Fixtures
We Install Them
We Service Them

P. T. JONES & SON
HEATING — COAL

EAST STATE LINE

,-\\•""\"`".

ISH

And Oysters, Daily

PHONE 702

,

(And save money—no extra cost tacked on for a "squeeze bag")
•"It40
.2 waste of money," thou.sands of women
tell us, "to pay two to three cents extra for margarine in a `squeeze bag.'"
What you really want,of course,is to buy yellow
margarine at the modest price it can be made for
you, right in the churn—when the law permits!
Until then, the makers of Nucoa refuse to add
one penny of trick-package cost to this topquality margarine.

WASHDAY FREEDOM
There'i no need to wear yourself out on wash-•
days when it's so easy to call us. We'll pick up
your soiled laundry — give it a thorough, yet
gentle washing — and return it dazzlingly
clean. Yet, our prices are moderate. Call 14 today.

PARISIAN
Laundry & Dry Cleaners

And money isn't the only saving! With Nucoa's
easy "bowl-mix" you can save tittle and bother
by coloring two pounds together, make it just the
-degree of yellow you like; mold it in balls, squares
or other shapes to suit yottr taste.
"And it colors so much more erenly!" women
say.
Milliona agree! Ask your grocer for Nucoa—
• America's most popular margarine.

KI

rat*-5ped t.oe
toit4 %Maw

NUCOA

Phone 1388

OtEOW'D
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BIRO

y. G. Poll
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HEAVY-DUTY STAKE TRUCK
Model 4108-137 ,O Wheelbase
Mn•anurn C.V.W. 12,500 6.

-tr

"7`,7"`"-"
r4•4

Central Church
of Christ
Second and Carr
CHAS. L. HOUSER, Minister
B!b1e School
10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.
Mid-Week Service Wed. 7:30 p.m.

ht

HEAVY-DUTY HIGH RACK TRUCK
Model 6119-161.inch Whoolbos•
Maximum G.V. W. 16,000 lb.

Right on the job day after day because
they're tough, and ruggedly built.... Right
on the job all of the time wiih a model to
meet every hauling need!

Trinity Episcopal
Church

In every State in the Union, more Chevrolet trucks were sold last year than any
other make. That's because Chevrolet can
offer—power with economy . .. strength
with convenience . . . and duty-proved
dependability combined in a variety of
models to meet every need ... up to 16,000
lb. Gross Vehicle Weight!
Keep in mind, too, ttult Chevrolet HeavyDuty Trucks alone offer you 3-Way Thrift
—low cost operation, low cost upkeep arld
the lowest list prices in the entire
truck field! Choose Chevrolet Trucks for
Transportation Unlimited!

HEAVY-DUTY CAB-AND-CHASSIS
with Dump Body
Model 6403-461•inch Wheo/bos•
Maximum G.V. W. 16,000 lb.

Second and Carr Sts.
W. E. MISCHKE, Minister
Sunday School
9:45 a. m.
Morning Worship
10:55 a. m.
Evening Service
7:30 p. m.
Mid-Week service Wed. 7:30
m

Church Of The
Nazarene
College and-Green
J. C. MATTHEWS, Pastor
Bible School
9:45 a. m.
Morning Worship ...
10:45 a. m.
Young People's Society 6:30 p. m.
Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 p.m.

Cumberland
Presbyterian Church
Second and Eddings
E. RUEB, Pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship
11:00
m.
Night Worship
7:00 p. m:

Union Cumberland
Presbyterian Church
Off Highway 94
REV. LONNIE STONER, Pa.stor
Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m. Every Sunday except fifth Sunday.
The germ causing tuberculosis
in poultry and swine may stay
alive in the soil for five or more
years.

HEAVY-DUTY CAR-AND-CHASSIS
sr.th 843,110, • Body
Model 4403 —161 tnch Whoofbaso
Mattowton G V W 12,500 lb

on the job!

Chui•ch of God
CHARLIE MACKINS, Pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
Preaching (Morning) 11:00 a. m.
Preaching (Evening) 7:00 p. m.
Services every Wednesday and
Friday night 7:15 p. m.

First 'Methodist
Church
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SAVE TIME —"BOWL-MIX" TWO POUNDS TOGETHER

Carr Street
Sunday School
.. 9:45 a. m.
Sunday E •rvice
. 11:00
m.
Wed. Tastimonial
7:30 p m.
Reading Room Open Wednesday
thru Saturday
3 to 5 p. m.

WM. C. TAYLOR, Jr. Minister
Holy Communion .. '
11:00 a. m.

• o• •.•

KIT

MEIN

BELL'S MARKET
227 4th St.

disease has not been reported out- I range dis-advantages that may
side of New York State, but au- I outweigh its 'inunecliate advantthorities believe It may spread , ages. For this reason, veterinary
elsewhere.
' authorities are warning dairy
!farmers to use it with caution, if
DAIRYMEN CAUTIONED
1 at all.
Thyroprotein, a thyroid-gland
stiinulant that steps up lactation
There is no scientific basis for
and butterfat productinn of cows, feeding minerals to prevent bloat
is believed to have certain long- in cattle and sheep.

As
of thi
cludes
autonn

Christian Science
Society

. r7:d we a!,3o hand!:, New Fixtures

PLUMBING

510 Eddings Street
Fhone 1355-J for Hely Day and
daily schedule.
KEV. THO5IAS LIBS, Pastor
Masses at 8: a. m. every Sunday
except the fourth, and that at
10: a. m. Confession before 8:
o'clock mass. Benediction following Sunday mass.

First Christian
Church

PIPE—also means a conducting passage for liquids.

brittleness of wing
extreme
f:athers are the principal symptoms. In some cases, scabs ellprm
around the moutil and eyZlids.
Veterinarians say little is known
about the cause of the malady or
how it spreads, but that movement of affected birds to range
or tq other quarters usually aids
their recovery. Up to now, the

Fri

Look at

HEAVY-DUTY TRACTOR
with Traitor
Model 6I03-137-inch Whoolbos•
Maximum G.V. W. 16,000 6.

HEAVY-DUTY CAB-AND-CHASSE
with Refute Body
Model 6403-161•inch Wheelbase
Mbsimurn G.V. W. /6,000 lb.
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Locate
PAR

these Extra-Value Features!

• 41-Speed Synchro-M•sh Transmission • Stained Roar Aal• Hub
Connection • lood-Masior Volvo-in-Hood Eng.no • Th• Cob tfial
”Brttothes". • The Flozi-Mounted Cab • Uniwold, all.stool Conafruction • Now, Heavier Springs • Full-floating Hypoid Rios
Axles • Hydrovar Powor &aim • Wide Soso Wheels
•Hoohng and Vereldolrng S y Own optional at oxtro cod,
•

Fl
HVAVY-DUTY STAKE TRUCK
Mochtl 6409-161 inch Wheelbase
Maximum G.V.W. 16,000 6.

Th• Chorrehrt truck lino irchtdes
wore, of standard models,
pansds, Odom pitt.uPtt Phdforms. In addition, a wide wart
ety of cob.owerangine and
onol chassis end cob, or
chases for works/equipment oral
special bodies for your haulage
needs, built try rein:this men.
lodurrk, •r• arailebtok.

OFFICIAL REGISTRATIONS PROVE THERE ARE MORE
CHEVROLET TRUCKS IN USE THROUGHOUT
THE NATION THAN ANT OTHER MAKEI
HRAVY-DUTY CAII-AND-CHASSIS
with Refrigerator Body
Macksl 6403-161-inch WheeRtass
Maximum G.V.W. 16,000 lb.

CI

CITY MOTOR COMPANY
110 Lake Street

Fulton

Phone 38

. 18, 1949
that may
ate advent, veterinary
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a caution, if
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revent bloat
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Friday, March 13, 1949

IC SHOWS OFF ALL ELECTRIC DINING-CAR;
KITCHEN WOULD BE ENVY OF ANY HOME
Imagine a gleaming stainless
steel kitchen and everything in
it electric!
Such a kitchen would be the
envy of any housewife, was displayed here yesterday by the Illinois Central Railroad at Centra
l
Station.
The new allelectric dining car
will be placed in service soon,
probably between Chicago and
St. Louis, A. C. Linton of Chicago, passenger traffic manager,
and N. L. Patterson, general superintendent of dining servic
e,
announced.

Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Williams
who have been living in Birmingham, Ala., have returned to
Fulton to make their home. !

As an innovation for patrons
of the railroad, the kitchen
includes heavy-duty electric range
s
automatic broilers, bake ovens,

Miss Anna Watt 'Smith has returned to her home in Memphis !
after a visit to her parents, Me. !
and Mrs. T. J. Smith on Jackson
street.

•

The Fulton County News, Fult
on, Kentucky
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with Mrs. Harvey Pewitt
.
our
The
Palestine Homemakers rael."God is the salvation of Is(Jer. 3:23).
Club will meet in an all
day
Amcng
meeting Frtday at Commu
nity comprise the citations wilds
the Lessim-Sermas
Center. Major lesson was on
re- the follow
seating chairs or stools.
ing from the While:
s"Every man is_ brutish its
les
knowledge: every founder is ass
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
founded by the graven inviter:
"Matter" is the subject of
for his molten. image is falsethe
Lesson-Sermon which
will be hood, and there is no breatis itsa
read in all Christian
Science them. They are vanity, and Rae
churches throughout the
world work of errors."( Jer. 10:14,15.
,
on Sunday, March 20,
1949.
The Golden Text is: "Trul
y in
Mrs. J, W. Gordon wag Ha
vain is salvation hoped
for from weekend guest of
her brother,
'the hills, Lnd from the
multitude Nix Albritten and family
la raof mountains: truly in
the Lord dlIC4h.

deep-fry kettles, garbage dispos
al system, electric dishw
asher,
griddles, coffee makers, etc. s
The car is the joint product
of
'the ceneral Electric Compa
ny
and the Mechanical and Dinin
g
Service Departments of Illinoi
s
Central.

PERSONALS
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Now! You Can Buy

GENERAL
No. 1 Kobe Lesnedeza

NO. 1 KOREAN LESPEDEZA

REFRIGERATORS

Will Deliver 400 Lbs. and Over To
You
— SEE OR CALI. —
C.

HER

J. Muzzall Cumberland Phone 919, Fulton
Or

Harold Mazzall, Dukedom Exchange
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and bother
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THE
KING MOTOR COMPANY
Cfwdially Invites You
To See The New

'49 PLYMOUTH
Now On Display In
Their Showrooms.
111 Carr Street

ELECTRIC

16c

Fulton

We also have a nice selection of CLEAN
late-model USED CARS.

50c Special Reading tor a limited time only
GIFTED READER
TELLS YOU AI.L ABOUT YOUR
TROUBLES--and how to overcome them.
She advises you to a certainty, nothing concealed but all revealed. She convinces her
callers by 'telling their every Trouble, Hope.
Fear, Wish and Ambition in complete details,
giving Names, Dates, Location and actual
facts concerning your iffe and circumstance
s which you know
to be absolutely true. Through the source,of
her scientific
work she will tell you whom and when you should
marry; if
your friends are true or false; where to go and
gain happiness. She gives reliable information what to do to
and advice in
Love, Marriage, Posiffon, Travel, Changes,
ss, Doniestic and Family Affairs, and all the perplexingBusine
probl
reunites those who are separated. She has assist ems of life:
out of difficulties who had given up in despai ed thousands
who are
unsuccessful or unliftky, who are undeterminr. Any
ed, dissatisfied
or confronted witR any difficulty, trouble. or sorro
whate
w
ver
SHOULD SEE TUIS WONDERFUL MEDIUM.
SEEK HER
ADVICE AND START ARIGHT.—COLORED
WELCOME.
Located in a Pullman Trailer at STAR CAFE
& TRAILER
PARK; Junction 51, 45-E, 45-W and 116, FULTON,
KY.

N -O-W
IS THE TIME TO ORDER YOUR
HIGH GRADE

FERTILIZERS
We have them for immediate delivery
•
Prompt Delivery!

BEST GRADES OF COAL

CITY COAL COMPANY
,

FOOD.

Mrs. Carey Frields, Cot%
Work continues to be on the '
move, despite some inclement
weather, on lines running out :
from rural telephone exchange,
Dukedom. Some fine co-operation is had by °each line presi-lent and the subscribers. Better service is just arond the
corner now.
Mrs. Ed Frields is recovering
from a cold and some bronchial
ailment that has kept her coughing and Mr. Frields has also been
a victim of cold.
Mrs. Franklin Nelson of Jackson, Tenn., formerly Sunshine
Harris this section is a patient at
Fulton Hospital. We hope the
young woman a speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Cunningham and George Ed of Dresden
'spent Sunday here with parents,
i Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields.
! Mrs B. L. Doron, remains under the care of her family physician receiving treatment for her
throat.

An interesting quiz was giiren
with Miss Marian - Maxfield winning the prize.

-tioautia -dm ages...
APICIAS, ROMAN EP/CuRE,SPENT52.5:000,0
00
ON FOOD ALONE,THEN
KILLED HIMSELF
RATHER THAN L/VE
ON HIS 72EMAIN/N6
$30,000,000!

AUSTIN Sf--RINGS

Rev. Jack McClain filled his
appointment at New Salem Baptist church the past Sunday in
roll-time pastorate. '
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Lon
Byars is doing spring interior
decorating such as papering and
refinishing the wood-work.
News reached us that Mrs.
Hattie Gibson fell victim to influenza at her home in Fulton.
Mrs. Will Abernathy has returned to her home in Martinsburg, Mo., after attending the
bedside of her daughter, Mrs.
Paul Cavender in St. Johns Hospital in St. Louis. Mrs. Cavender
has been very ill due to some
complications that arose a few
days age. Each tannly is very
well known here, They were
resident of this area some 20
years ago.
Messrs Hoyte Cantrell, Detroit,
Mich., and Eugene Cantrell of
Rahway, N. J., arrived to attend
the funeral and burial of their
brother Collier Cantrell this past
week.
Fred McCoy, Jr., Memphis
spent the weekend here with his
I family in the home of parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields and
Karen visited parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Carey Frields over the
[ weekend.
!
[ CANTRELL SERVICES HELD
I Many sorrowing friends and
relatives paid their lagt tribute
of respect to Charles
Collier
Cantrell 27 who was killed instantly the past week by a hitrun driver on the out skirts of
Fulton. Young Cantrell served 4
years and 4 months in the service
during World War II with most
of the time overseas having volunteered his service.
He was born and reared here,
a son of Mrs, Lottie Cantrell and
late Ben Cantrell. He is survived
by his grief stricken mother, an
18 months old daughter, three
! brothers and one sister, an aged
, grand-father sand several uncles
and -aunts.
, Funeral services were held at
[ New Salem Baptist church by
, pastor, Rev. Jack McClain, with
I Hornbeak Funeral Home in
charge of arrangements. Veterans of World War II served as
pallbearers with interment in
Acree Cemttery family plot.

FIRST TIME IN FULTON COUNTY
N,,t. to be classed as a GyPsY
Palmist and Psychic Medium

Telephone 51
IRON FIREMAN STOKERS

NEW SERVICE — Smiling 4>
their approval of Illinois Central Railroad's new all-electric
dining car are A. C. Linton
(I) of Chicago, passenger
traffic manager; E. J. Meade
(2) of Memphis, general passenger agent; W. R. King (3(
of Wm. R. Moore Dry Goods
Co., a director of Illinois C-nfral, and J. R. MacLeod (4)
freight traffic managcr hore.

at the new reduced
Price of

$245'

Model NB-8
8 Cubic Feet

This
General
E'ntrie
SPACE-MAKER &slut is the
greatest advance in
home'
refrigeration in 20 ynrs —
made possible by improvements in the famous GE
"sealed-in" refrigerating sys-tem.

W••
ANCIENT AZTECS USED
PR/ZED CHOCOL A TE
BEANS FOR MOIvE-);
IN UNITS OF 400,
8,000 AND 24,000
BEA NS.

The system has been made
more compact to give you extra space—and it has been improved to freeze ice one-thiai
faster and consume less electricity than the latest GE pleasw a r refrigerators.

Fl I
FAMOUS ELIZABETHAN
"WATER POL-7;" JOHN
TAYLOR,(/S80-165.3)
WROTE A MASTERPIECE
PRA/SING BEER,CALLED
"MERRY-6-0E-DOWNFOR IT-SLIDES DOWN
MERRILY."

•
See this and other GE models on
display in our showroom.

JOHN PHILPOT 0890)
WROTE A 4.375 PAIGE
HISTORY OF THE
OYST-ER - FROM -THE
OYSTER'S POINT
OF VIEW./

FULTON HWDE. AND FURN. CO
208 LAKE STREET

PHONE 1

Copyri9Ai /949 J.Vaczrke

31

PALESTINE
The WSCS met with Mrs. Hillman Collier Monday afternoon
with 12 members present.
Mr. and Mrs. Odie Leigh of
Reeves and Mr. and Mrs. C J.
Bowers spent Sunday with, Mr.
and Mrs. Hillman Collier and
family.
Jimmie Wallace is cut of
school this week with measles.
Joan McClanahan who has
been a patient at Haws Hospital
was moved home Monday and is
improved,

Lelia May Harrison entered a
Murray hospital Monday for
treatment.
Mrs. Carlene Stokes and children spent the week end with
Mr. and Mrs. Berry Stokes in
Paducah.
Mrs. Gussie Browder attended
a district council meeting for
home makers in Mayfield Wednesday.
Mrs. Homer Weatherspoon and
son Dan are reported on sick
list.
,Mesdames C. J. Bowers and
Leslie Nugent spent
Tuesday

SEED
PRICES
are going

SEE TkIE fUTURE COW in you*,

4-MONTH CALF
A big-framed, quality 4month-old heifer almost
always makes you a good
milk cow. And you can see
the real dairy quality in
calves raised on Purina
Calf Startena. So this year,
raise a couple of calves on
the Purina Calf Startena
Plcm. Yottmet a good, big
call csd save about 412 But
cost of-milk feeding, too.

r

5...,
DEEP i
BODY

rill,

11,G

'flour"
Igg

PURINA
CALF STARTENA

I
Op
114
,„4%
Or„.
"4%10e osP0,17
'e,,Is_.••••••,..
if,
YOUR STORE WITH THE CHEC
KERBOARD SIG,•

DOWN

PIG BUILDER...

—Get ours before you buy!

MILK MAKER...

ALL KINDS OF FIELD SEEDS
CLOVERS: White, Dutch, Ladino, Red, Alsike,
Sweet, Kobe, Korean, Jap and Seresa
GRASSES: Blue Grass, Red Top, Timothy,
Rye, Orchard and Kentucky Fescue
Alfalfa - Soy Beans - Hybrid Seed Corn
Edv‘. J. Funks and Funks "G."

CYCLONE AND HORN SEED SOW
ERS
Metal Galianized Roofing
Fertilizers
ALL KINDS OF WIRE FENCING
•
Come in now and get the detail
s of
OUR BIG FREE OFFER!
_
_
WE GRIND AND MIX YOUR
OWN FEEDS
We have supplement to mix
with your feed.

C.BUTTS & SONS

GROCERIES — FEEDS — SEED
S
403 E. State Line
Phones 602 - 003

Big, husky pigs at farrowing with plenty of sows'
milk 'til weaning ... that's
why Purina SO & Pig
Chow is used by so many
outstanding hog men. Fed
with grain, it supplies just
what sows need to build
lots of big pigs and give
enough milk for all!
Come in. Let us figure you
a bala nced ration with your
grain and Sow & Pig Chow.
01%
_
3:;.:::k76.?-1:;;F::"741:j:

YOUR STOREirWITH

go°

'
i _1010

THE CHECKERBOARD SIC

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
409 COLLEGE ST.
Custom Seed Cleaning

PHONE 620
Custom Grinding and Mixing

ilalles111.111.11.11.111.11.%11.111.111.11611

1s1110,
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PIERCE STATION
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Birmargbam and children of Cooter,
ago., spent the weekend with Mr.
am.
creel Mrs. Arthur Birmingh
will
'Mary are moving here and
another
tie engaged in farming
velar.
Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt visited
taiespds in Paducah SundaY•
Dira. Ernest Lowe and Mrs.
Mettle Rogers spent Monday afternoon in Woodland Mills.
13en Williams of Hickman
!went Monday night with his sister, Mrs. Claude Jones.
TriIr. and Mrs. Fred Cunningham and children and Mr. arid
Mix. Leon Pitts and boys from

Troy, Tenn., were Sunday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Pitts. James
Thomas Walker was an afternoon visitor.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Evans visited Mr. and Mrs. Claude Graddy Sunday afternoon.
Mr.• and Mrs. Cornelius Robey
of Union City were Saturday
visitors in the Groddy home.
Mr. and Mrs. Wainer Wallace
and children, Amelia and Jonelle
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Carver and
son, Jerry, and Mrs. Hazel Yates
spent Sunday in Paducah visiting with Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Adams and family.
Mrs, Willie Dedmon spent Tuesday with Mrs. Daisey Thompson.

THE LEADER STORE

OUR SPECIAL PURCHASE MEANS

SAVINGS
FOR YO
"'We have recently been able to 'Wake a special
mill purchase of extra lingerie housecoats and
hosiery at a great saving ... over HALF THE.
REGULAR PRICE! Come in today . . . see
on display ... take your selections at this BIG
SAVING.

HOUSECOATS
Cotton, floral patterns;
short sleeves. Belts, wrap
arounds and zip fronts.
Made to sell for $4.98;

(4.
•

'1.98
I

tt

4

SPRING BLOUSES
lavishly
CREPE
BUR - MIL
trimmed with lace. White and
4-length
3
colors in short and new /
sleeves. Made to sell for MUCH
HIGHER than

'2.98
SPRING BAGS

Mrs. C. E. Williams, Cor.
Mrs. B. G. Lowry, Cor.
and Mrs. James Jones and
Mr
There will be fun for everyone
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Oliver visFriday evening, March 18, at the
ited Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie ClemPilot Oak school house when the
ent awhile Friday night.
ladies of the Hamemaker Club
Mr and Mrs. Revel Moody and
entertain with a play, "School
and Airs. Elvis Steele were
Mr.
be
to
invited
Daze." Everyone is
Sunday guests of Mr. and
the
curtain
the
when
present at 7:30
Mrs. Charles Stewart.
goes up.
Little Kara Williams has been
Mrs. Allene Lowry is conva- on the sick list this week. •
and
flu
l
intestiona
from
lescing
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Collier and
Jimmie Allen Lowry is back in Airs. Gene Dowdy and son vis-intestof
attack
an
after
school
ited Mrs. Betty Williams awhile
.
ional flu. ••
Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Finley
Little Dian Clement spent the
visited Saturday afternoon with week end with her grand mother
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Murphey. Mrs. Willie Lou Brann.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McPherson
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Henderson
of -Murray visited Mr. and Mrs. are the proud parents of a 9 lb.
Ernest Williams Friday.
son.
Mrs. Mary Nell Gossum and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold. Croft of
Mrs. Louise Olive spent SaturIll., spent the week end
day afternoon with Mrs. Ellen Marion,
Carlie Kindred
Rowland and her new daughter, with Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Minnie Croft.
Maryellen
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Irvan visMr. anal Mrs. L. T. Williams
and Mrs. John Irvan in
were Sunday supper guests of ited Mr.
Fulton Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Carr.
Mrs. Carl Fcster was in MayMr. and Mrs. Burnal Lowry
Saturday.
field
their
with
evening
Friday
visited
Mr. and Mrs, 011ie Thomas
son, B. G. Lowry and family.
Mrs. Carlie KinMr. and Mrs. Orby Bushart visited Mr. and
and Wardie visited her parents, dred Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Irvan and
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Mount Sunday
Carlie Kindred visafternoon, Mrs. Mount is on the Mr. and Mrs.
sick list.
Mrs. Evelyn Melton, Mrs. Louise Olive, Mr. and Mrs. John
Yates, Mrs. and Mrs. Orby Bustia_rt and Wardie visited Mr. and
Mrs. B. G. Lowry and Jimmie Allen Sunday evening.
W. L. Rowland and Allie are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
Rowland and family and Mr. and
Mrs. Erwin Rowland and family.
Funeral services were conducted Monday afternoon at Tuckers
Kitchen for John Jackson. Burial was in Pinegar Cemeter. Mr.
Jackson leaves a daughter, Mrs.
Vodie Floyd of Pilot Oak, a son,
Byran Jackson, Detroit, Mich.,
and other relatives.

Miss Joyce Taylor, Cor.
We were very much surprised
to see snow on the ground last
Thursday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House visited their daughter, Mrs. Earl
Wray Tuesday of last week.
Mrs. O. F. Taylor was guest of
Mrs. Maude and Miss Constance
Bertha
Jones Thursday. Mrs.
Gibson anti Mrs. Etta Shelby of
St. Louis, Mo., were also present.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Sanders
and children of near Mayfield
visited in the home of Mrs Addie Casey Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clon House were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Emmett
Finley Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hainline
visited Mr. and Mrs. Tremon
Rickman Sunday.
Marion Taylor is visiting Mr.
' and Mrs. L. B. Page and Mr. anct
Mrs. Edmond LoC-sdon of Cave
City, Ky., this wee.:.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen and
girls were Sunday visitors of
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Sills of near
McConnell Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Finley and
Mrs. T. C. House were in Ma field Monday.
Mrs J. J. McNatt has been on
the sick list.
Robert Waggoner, Junior, Bettie and Peggy Casey, Marion and
Joyce Taylor attended the show
in Fulton Friday night.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. Erwin Rowland were Mr.
and Mrs. Boyd Casey Mrs. Eana
Waggoner, Mr. and Mrs. O. F.
Taylor and Joyce and Allie and
W. L. Rowland.
Funeral services were held
Monday for John Jackson who
passed away Sunday at the home
of his daughter, Mts. Vodie
Floyd.

REELERTON

Black patents, plastics in colors;
newi 1949 styles. (Guaranteed,
genuine leather bags, $2.93 plus taxa.

3Irs. W. E. McMorries, Cor.

'1.98
HOSIERY
51-gauge; 15 and 20 denier;all new spring
colors and all sizes.

99c
LINGERIE
made to sell

SLIPS in multi-filamented crepe
$2.98
for $4.98
$./.00
make
ht
Starlig
$1.50
reg.
,
IERES
BRASS
19c
values
$1
reg.
lace-trim
rayon,
ES,
PANTI
$/.25
values
$1.98
reg.
S;
GOWN
Y
JERSE
SATIN BED JACKETS; reg. $5.98 val. $2.98

THE LEADER STORE
434 Lake St.

ROUTE THREE

Mr. and Mrs. James Shields
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Kramited Mr. and Mrs. Billie Parrish
little granddaughter, and son, Bobby Gene, Mrs. James
and Frank Parrish awhile Sun- er, Sr., and
Reta Kramer. spent the week- McFerrin children were SundaY
day night.
Mr. and Mrs. Elno Foster spent end with relatives in Fairfield, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Shields in Cardner, Tenn.
Saturday night with Mr. and
Mrs. Edd Hollis in Riceville.
Mr. and Mrs. p. J. Brann visited Mrs. Rodie Kingston Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon
are driving a new Chevrolet.
Mrs. Lee Page's condition is
about the same. She is still in
the Haws Hospital.
Mr. and Mr-. Burnel Lawry
Mrs. Elzo Lowry
and Elder
enjoyed a fis dinner with Mr.
and Mrs. Andrew Williams SunSEE US NOW FOR HOMEday.
GROWN U.S. 13 CERTIFIED
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Underwood
SEED CORN—ALL ORDERS
of Harvey, Ill.. spent the week
READY FOR DELIVERY.
end with Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Kindred. Glenda Kindred'returned home with them for a few
DEALERS — Ky. Hdw, and
weeks visit.
13IPL. CO., Fulton, Ky; A. C.
Hendrix
David
and
Jimmie
Bats & Sons, Fulton; Reed
spent the weekend with their
mother in St. Louis
BrOs. Mill., Fulton; Arrington
Mr. and Mrs. Everett WindsGrocery, Cayce; Pickett Groclow and Miss Beaulah Yates of
ery, Hickman; and Bailey StoWingo visited Mr. and Mrs. Dail
Phillips Monday.
vall, Rives, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Jones
wet* the Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Alvin Foster. .
oute 1, Fulton, Ky

KY. CERTIFIED SEED

HYBRID CORN

Chas.E.WrightEt

Phone 470 for Job Printing
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Our Special Price .. . .

II

PILOT OAK

Fulton

Hanic Daniel Clifton, K. N.
who has been stationed for the
past 11. months at the National
IF'aval Medical Center, Bethosda,
Ala., has been visiting his parents
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Clifton on
an 11 day delayed orders. He is
supposed to report back to Camp
La Julme, N. C. He will be stationed with the Second Marine
Division and will go on maneuvers in the Caribbean the 28th of
March.
Mrs. W. E. McMorries is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Winfred Mcj Morries and Eugene.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Johnson, Mr.
j and Mrs. Glynn Underwood of
Chicago have been visiting Mr.
I and Mrs. J. H. Vaughn and Miss
j Bethel Jo.
I Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Gardner
I of Paducah visited Mr and Mrs
, Winfred McMorries and Eugene
I Sunday.
Mrs. Ben Gardner has returned jhome after visiting Rev. and
Mrs. Joe Gardner for several
days.
Ralph Tuck visited Mr. and
Mrs. Winfred McMorries Sunday.
Mrs. Rob McGough visited Mrs.
Aron McGough and Mrs. Guy
Brown Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Clifton,
Mrs. Ed Brown visited Mr. and
Mrs Eugene Bynum Wednesday
niglit.
Alzo Hicks is better at this
writing.
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Forward, March!
• March is here again, the month that heralds spring—and
spring housecleaning!

You,too,
can help
through Your

•In Grandma's day, housecleaning—and housekeeping, too-meant endless rounds of back-breaking drudgery. But today,
millions of wise homemakers call on electric service to take the
work out of housework—to cook and clean, wash and iron,
sweep and sew.

RED CROSS

•For less than you'd pay for a 'daily pack of cigarettes, electricity makes life easier, healthier, more comfortable. What
other item in your family budget gives you such great living
value--at such little cost?
CBS, II P.M., C.S.T.
HELEN HAYES STARS IN THE ELECTRIC THEATRE—HEAR IT EVERY SUNDAY,

UTILITIES

COMPANY

INCOleol•r(0

1300 Experienced Men and Women Striving To Servo Ton Better

An alf p
for wool
Any poi
KOLOR
and lifo.
and whit
Exceptior

EX1

;, 1949

Friday, MarAl 18, 1949

; Shields
rs. James
SundaY
s. Frank

THREATENS OFFICER;
FINED $200 & COSTS
Everett Hibbs, Providence,
was fined a maximum of $200
and costs in the court of Judge
Justin Logan, Madisonville, on
January 25 on a charge of intimidating a Division of Game
and Fish Conservation Officer.
The' defendant pleaded guilty
when brought into court by Conservation Officers Clark Bailey,
Central City, and J. B. McClain,
Dawson .Springs, after being
.sighted hunting in a field on
January 22 and had pointed a
shotgun at Bailey when the lat
ter attempted to arrest him foi
hunting out of season.
McClain repotted that he and
Bailey were looking_ for duck
hunters when they sighted Hibbs
and a companion, E. E. Wade, in
a field near Madisonville. When
Builey approached the men, Mc
Clain declared, Hibbs leveled
gun at the Conservation Oftic
er and refused to give his nani•
In the meantime, McClain sari
he circled the hunters and wh-ii

ED

lton, Ky

It's the BirdcaHers'
Convention and I can't
turn it offi

7-)

lEizt

^

•

‘'We repair any
make or *01
radio...

RADIO
SERVICE
STIVAllia RAMO I UlltS
Atthoored Dealer

WE USE
AND RECOMMEND
SYLVANIA TtliES

If your radio gives you the
bird instead of Bach, call our
service department. We repair
any radio promptly and efficiently. You'll like our low
prices, too.

CITY ELECTRIC
And Tire Company
Commercial AVE%

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentu
cky

NEW CRAPPIE DAILY LAW ON SEINING
CREEL LIMIT: 30
GIVEN FISHERMEN

CETERNNNED THE Cur
•COvE Or THE On BUTLEPWABASH GAME.BUTLER
VAN 9-7 ON THREE DRCPloCir,ED rizco GOALS Or
50,45 AND 43 YARDS BY
HAL GRIGGS!

j

o
00

cl2EN Or THE MANAGE.T5
Mn-C) SERVED IN THE MAJOR
LEAGUES DURING THE 1G
SEASON 0\CE ruaED rag
THE NON vcsime vs..nrcEs.

THEPE IS AN
ExPERT
csitERKAN,(NAmE uNKnOwN) sAN p€DRO,
CALIF.,WHD mADE A CAST
Lio.wHITES
TCUZIST CCUn oocm,ruC
OJT HiS
INALLET.

all out am-smell

YOU CAN WIN I

r•

-

-

It is apparent that fly fishing
Fisherman-d-the-Month and bait casting go hand in
hand as a perfect compination
Contest
for 198,000 (66 per cent) of the
vast army of fishermen covered
said they did some fly casting.
WRITE FOR FREE ENTRY BLANK Still-fishing, the centuries-old
style of fishing ranked third
with 57 per cent, fcllowed by
trolling with 55 percent and
ItlatITALatill spinning with 17 per cent. Spin 814 Non Tau oil 'fling has been popular in England
auGo
! and Europe for many years, but
"
I
it has been a development in
_IAmerica in the last decade. And
it is gaining annually on the other sport fishing methods.
The comprehensive survey al1 so shov••ed that the species of
! fish most popular with the greatest number of anglers are in direct ratio to their distribution in
America's streams, rivers and
lakes.
Of the fishermen querried, 2764,
•000 or 92 per cent said they fishAND TIME TO
ed for bass. And that is logical
T
ow
*
for bass are found in all 48 states
much of Mexico and in many
parts of Canada. Panfish (crap
pies, bluegills and other sun

J3 `a&

WATCH
REPAIRING_

WITH

GUARANTEED FOR THREE YEARS

FULTON PAINT & GLASS CO.
hurch St.

Phone 909

EFFICIENT —
PROMPT and
COURTEOUS SERVICE

R. M. KIRKLAND
JEWELER
MAIN ST.

FULTON, HY.

SE
MARTIN-SENOUR

•

KOLOR
BRUTE

An all purpose enamel that Is a boar
for wear! Use for interiors, •xteriors1
Any paintable surface will tak• to
KOLOR BRITE ond take on new sparkle
and life. Fourteen gay colors and black
and white. Cleans with soap and water.
Exceptionally long wearing.

Mr. Wallace
reminded commercial fishermen that the nets
and seines may not be used in
all parts of Kentucky
streams.
In explaining this he referred to
the following regulations.

Attention Farmers:

DEAD STOCK KIMOVED FREE
In Sanitary Trucks
Phone 161 collect, Neal Ward Stock Yards
Fulton, Ky. or 122 Wingo Ex.

MAYFIELD RENDERING CO.
Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.

CAREFUL ATTENTION
When you drive in at POLSGROVE you can depend
on us to
check your car carefully and accurately. We
make it our
business to keep your auto in first-class shape,
and to make
every customel a satisfied one.
WON'T YOU DRIVE IN, TODAY?

Phone' 9193 for Pickup and Delivery Service.
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

POLSGROVE '
SERVICE STATION
Phone 9193
Mayfield Hi-Way

3513i11111111111111

LENNOX
OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

-Fulton,Ky.

NOTICE
TO THE PUBLIC!
I wish to take this means and opportunity to annou
nce my candidacy for

SHERIIE'll'
of Fulton County
SUBJECT TO THE ACTION OF DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY AUGUST 6, 1949
I have been a resident of this county for 14 years and
feel that I am qualified for the position I seek.
I would like to say that I do not intend to make a lot of
Promises that I cannot keep. If I am elected to this office
I
intend to run this. office to be best of my ability showi
ng no
favoritism to anyone.
I fully realize the responsibility that I will have to assume if elected to this office. I feel that I am capable of should
ering these responsibilities and intend to do so, if elected.
I am now employed at the Bob White Motor Company
as night service man. Recently I was owner and operator
of
the Jewell Cab Co., in Fulton.
If I am not able to contact every one of you personally, I
would like to take this means of soliciting your vote and
influence.

LELAND JEWELL

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church St.

Last year the size limit was removed from this specie of fish,
Mr. Wallace reminded, and points
out that the new regulation 'applies to the entire state but affects only the crappie (or newlight) specie.

Seines with a mesh of not less
than two inches and
noopnets
without wings may be used
by
commercial
fishermen in thc
navigable streams of Kentucky,
Earl Wallace, Director of
the
Division of Game and Fish, announced today.
He also stated
that hoopnets with wings may
be used by these fishermen in I
the Mississippi river. ;he Director
warned thee% commercial
license' fee is S5 to a state resident and $25 for a non-resident
and declared that all seines and
nets must be tagged with metal
tags, cost of which is $1 for each
net and $2 for each 100 feet of
seine for state
residents. For
non-residents, it was pointed out,
the cost_for each 100 feet of seine
is $4, while tags for each hoopnet cost $2 each.

Hibbs sighted him approaching
Hoopnets without wings and
from the rear he lowered his
fish) with as wide a geographicall seines may not be used within
gun, but still refused to give his
200
yards of the mouth of any
distribution as bass ranked sec-1
name and left the scene. The
entering the navigable
ond with 66 per cent or 198,000 stream
Conservation Officers, on Monwaters,
nor within 200 yards of
I of the fishermen including panday, January 24, arrested Hibbs
the
mouth
of
' fish in their sport.
any
navigable
at Providence after tracing the
stream, nor
nearer than
700
The steam species of trout, in- yards below
license number of the car in
the' Gilbertsville
cluding the rainbow, brown, Dam on the Tenness
which the pair v,Tre riding and
ee river, nor
brook, cutthroat and others, was within 200 yards of
brought him into court where
any lock or
By JIM MITCHELL
third with 52 per cent. Northern dam
the fine was administered. Wade, 1
located
on a navigable
who did not possess a gun when
We long have suspected that pike nosed out the walleye fur stream, nor above the last lock
the fourth spot on the hit pa- and dam
sighted in the field, was not ar- ! bait casting is America
up any
's most
navigable
rested.
popular methcd of sport fishing, rade 37 to 35 per cent, with the stream. Only fish not protected
h.ke
trout
a target for 15 per cent by law may be
and now we have the proof. A
taken in
this
"Navigable
recent survey, conducted by a of the fishermen and the muske- manner.
waters"
Phone 470 for Job Printing
per means any waters within
magazine with nation-wide cir- lunge sought, after by 11
this
-------cent..
state under lock and dam.
culation and projected over 300,We are going to send our pri000 active fishermen, disclosed
vate agents out to check the rethat 87 per cent or 261,000 of
sults of the survey, however, tween 50 and 100 days a year.
tllce fishermen were bait cast51 merchandise prizes worth ers.
that shows 31 per cent of these We'd like to know how they get
•
this much free time and we can
fishermen finding time to follow
thousands of dollars
try the same
Active fishermen, too, have their favorite
outdoor sport be- the boss into gimicks in talking
learned that variety cf fishing
letting us off.
linc:t hods adds luster to the sport
for only 33,000 or 11 percent of
the anglers covered in the survey
reported they used only one fishA 4 toe
ing technique in trying to outwit
the finny gamesters. And even
comparatively
small
in this
grc up bait casting outranked
the runner up fly fishing method two to one.

Spiftg again..

210

The daily creel limit fur crap. pie (or newlight) fish has been
increased from 15 to 30 and the
possession limit on the second
day in succession of fishing ha...E
I been boosted from 30 to 60, Earl
Wallace, director of the Division
of Game and Fish announced toI day.
The change was made, with
the concurrence of the Kentucky
Game and Fish Commission, after it was found by Division personnel that the increase in this
type fish in Kentucky waters
warrants such action. The authority to make changes in creel
and bag limits and dates for
hunting and fishing was granted
the director and the Commission
under the Kentucky Revised
Statutes 150.025, subsection 4 of
House bill 283 which was approved by the 1998 General Assembly.

Fulton

Phone 35

YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE WILL BE APPRECIATED
(Paid Political Advertisement)

Friday, March 18, 1949

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
New Uniforms
(Continue from page one)

Farm To Be Renovated I
By IVeakley Countians

The Weakley County Soil Con),
practice sessions to ev-olve a conhas earmarkcert that was both entertaining servation district
April 19 as the date for the
Mrs. Hubert Taco has been ap- and revealing of their real tal- ed
rebuilding of a run-down farm
pointed chairman in Fulton ents as high school musicians of
between Martin and Dresden as
county of the Annual Easter Seal exceptional ability. Their ability
demonstration project.
Sale and membership drive, con- and that of Director Harrison as! a
The funds, materials and la- I
.ducted by the Kentucky Society a teacher is responsible for the
the big day are being rapfor Crippled Children which will Fultoff School's prize-winning bor for
idly accumulated, as committees
be held from March 28th through band.
During the intermission Jess from all parts of the county reApril 17th (Easter Sukday). The
port a 100 percent cooperation
,goa1 is $175,000 to continue the Boyd Neely, Mayfield attorney,
sources.
established program of this 26th presented an American Flag to from Practically all
farm will be reclaimed
The
another
flag.
to
organization.
the
band
and
the
of
year
the high school for the local post field by field, graded, seeded,
,Hgrying again as State Chair- of the Woodmen of the World. treated and used as a permanent
man% Sidney Rosenblum, Louis- Mr. McNeely of the local post demonstration of modern farm- '
ville, Society's vice president, led the audience in the oath of ing and-Conser-Vation methods.
who headed last year's campaign allegiance to the Flag.
in Kentucky. Mrs. Wm T. InAs a token of: the appreciation Obion County Matron
gram 11, also of Louisville, is co- felt by' the band members and
To Run For Registrar
amirman.
the director gifts were presented
Mrs. Rubye Cloar Oliver, Un"In our county," said Mrs. Jaco tO Mrs. Wright and to Mr. Green- ion City insurance agency ern'There have been 138 cases ex- grass. ,
ployee, has announced her canamined and '77 cases treated by
Members of the 52 piece band didacy for the office of Obion
the Kentucky Crippled Children are: Clarinets—Norma Jean Wil- County register in the August
Commission. Easter Seal money, ley, Barbara Rose Colley, Sue Democratic primary.
by supplementing 'Commission Easley, LeRoy Brown, Joan LatMrs. Oliver, a widow, has had
funds, hvIps make this program ta, Betty Boyd Bennett, Janet twenty-two years, experience in
fuller."
Verhine Bobby Cursey, Donald bookkeeping and records work,
Mac Speight. Shirley Homra, having served the county as
Anonymous
Alcoholic
James Edward Windsor, Mar- deputy county court clerk for.
garet Lee Harrison, Joan Mc- ten years, as well as her 12
Operating Full Group
Clanahan, Donna Gail Gerling, years' experience in office work
In spite of erroneous reports Betty Meacham, Gail Parker, in an insurance agency there.
zirculthed around town to the Frances Bowden, Godfrey BinMrs..Oliver, 39, has three chil.effect that the local group of ford, Emma Jean Mann.
dren: Elwyn Jr., 18; Margaret,
Alcoholics Anonymous has dis15; and Jimmie, 11.
Cornets—Bailey Binford, Billy
bgrided, aficials of the group
Patsy
Green,
Eddie
Gregory,
stated that the organization was
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Allen and
operating at full capacity and Holt, Tommy Strange, Johnny daughter, Carolyn,- Sam McDanBeverly
Burgess.
SaxoHyland,
still doing the remarkable work
iel, Mrs. Alf Killebrew, Mr. and
Norrhan, Bobfor this which they were organiz- phones—Wendell
Mrs. Monsee King and daughters
Marion Daws, Shirley
by
Boaz,
ed.
Dorothy Sue and Jessie Pearl
Mann, Carmen Pigue, Edward
An interesting note regarding Parker. Flute—Marilyn Butler, were Sunday guests of Mr. and
the organization was that sev- Trombones—Ted Goodwin, Jer- Mrs. Arthur Thompson in Paleral in the group were enjoying ry Johnson, Jerry Hawks, Don mersville, Tenn.
more than eighteen months of so- Wright, Frankie Cardwell. Baribriety as a result of the AA pro- tone—Burns Davis. Mellophones
gram.
—Nancy Breeden, Jean Ann HyThe box number is 429 and land. Linda Sams, Drums—Folmeetings are held each Tuesday lis Bennett, Jerre Pigue, Jean
night at the Earle Hotel.
Holland, Betty June Thomas
e
Betty Sue Workman, Betty GorSATURDAY
FRIDAY
Wallace McCollum Is
don Buckingham, Shirley Easley,
Named Fraternity Sec'y. Mary Davis Weaks, Tympany
and Bells—Amelia Parrish, MaDouble Feature
Wallace McCollum, son of Mrs. joretteT—Shirley Houston, Shirt
C. C. McCollum, 803 Walnut ley Maxwell, Betty Lou Bushart, JOHNNY WEISS
street, Fulton, has been elected Ann Latta Ann McDade, RebecMAUREEN O'SULLIVAN
secretary of Beta Nu chapter of ca Fay Hardin. Drum-Major—
_Kappa Sigma fraternity a t the Ted Go-'win.
in
University of Kentucky.'

George Burns tells Gracie
Allen that Maxwell House is
"Good to the Last Drop"

Kappa Sigma was founded De-cember 1869 at the University of
Virginia. Since then, this fra. ternity has grown to be one of
..the largest in the country having more than 100 chapters
-throughout the United States and
Canada. The University of Kentucky chapter of Kappa Sigma
was chartered in April 1901.

Cherry Blossoms
leont:rmed from paLe one)
Alsown and the natives are ardent
fans. It was probably the plots
of many American movies that
motivated the Japanese women
into their present independent
state and secured for them their
first vote.
Indeed, the Gerrishes life in
Japan was full and interesting
but it was in Fulton that their
hearts belonged. They're home,
dear wonderful America. Where
the seasons are varied, and the
hot dogs are good, and the servants are few . . but its home,
ever so sweet home.

Temperance Society To
Spiinr• Movie Showing
The American Temperance Society will sponsor a program of
temperance education at the Fulton
Seventh-Day
Adventist
Church at 7:30 Saturday night,
March 19
Two sound motion pictures on
temperance will be shown. One
film entitled "It's the Brain That
Counts" was produced by the
WCTU. The other film is "The
St(' '7" of America's Beloved Troubadour."
The pastor, Elder Loyd C.
Str:ckland, stated that SeventhDay
Adventist, through the
American Temperance Society,
were presenting programs of
temperance education in schools
and in churches of every denomination throughout the United States. "Seventh-Day Adventist do not drink or smoke," the
pastor continued, "and therefore
are happy to cooperate with other organization in the promotion
of temperance."
The pastor extends a cordial
invitation to to attend this service on temperance education Saturday night.

Fryers.

good, too!

PORK LOIN

Roast

HILLARY BROOKE

U.S. Graded Good

with KROGER-CUT BEEF
The Kroger - Cut removes excess
bone and waste before the meat is
weighed and priced
GET ALL YOUR FAVORITE BRANDS AT KROGER
George gad Gracie became
partnerts in 1925 when they
began k vaudeville tour of
Europe. Gracie was ,to be
the stooge but her Irish
wit kept popping up. Today, George plays stooge
to her comedy, which suits
them both. Tune in NBC.
Thursday nite.

Drip or Regular

Folgers Coffee lb. 58c
Drip or Regular

Nescafe

1-oz jar 12c

Instant Coffee
Instant coffee, made in a cup.

Build a set of Princess Pattern

SILVERWARE
ON KROGER'S EASY MAIL-IN PLAN
Send dated end from Hot- 175
Dated Coffee bag, or coupon •
from Kroger Vacuurd-Racked
Coffee can Details at store.

UNIT D

3 Teaspoons

50c

3-plece
'Starter Set"

UNIT A

GOP

Sliced Bacon

.

2-LB.
BAG

2

TALL
CAN

GOLDEN-SNO LAYER CAKE
Kroger

LGE.
PKG.
LGE.
PKG.

AN INNOCENT
AFFAIR BABY FOODS
CHARLES -Buddy" ROGERS

HEINZ FOODS

Comedy and Fox News

STRAINED

CANS
CANS

MOST VARIETIES

SOUPS
WHITE VINEGAR
19'
FRESH CUCUMBER PICKLES
APPLE JELLY
TOMATO CATSUP
t
POTATOES
29(
APPLES 2

PT.

QUART

ORPHEUM
FRIDAY - SATURDAY

CLOTHES

CHARLES STARRETT
SMILEY BURNETT

CHALLENGE
OF RANGE
Comedy and Serial
SUNDAY - MONDAY
JOHN WAYNE—ANNA LEE
in

IN
ANY STYLE

FLYING TIGERS
Cartoon

OR CLOTH
YOU CHOOSE

HUNDREDS OF THE NEWEST 100°/0
ALL WOOL WORSTEDS ON DISPLAY

CARTERTRKE
Clothing Co.
Mods in U.S.A.

Main St.

Phone 2i0

NATIONALLY FAMOUS FOR STYLE, QUALITY, VALUE

Double Feature
ALBERT DEKKER
JOAN DAVIS
plus

YOKEL BOY
LYNN ROBERTS
RUSS HAYDEN

SON OF
ADVENTURE

Streak ()'Lean

whit
Spare Ribs

lb. 47c

Corn
Pure Lard
Corn Meal

2 lb. 35c

Drensed

No. 2
• . can

(ream Sty
'
le

4-lb
ctn.

Pure Hog—Firm White

White Corn

Peaches
Grapefruit Juice
No. 21
can

_!

.1%unriale

IV.

WITH

27'
35'
49'
21'
31'
31'

Gentle and Mild

I

.

93'

Dainty Cootting Fat

For Dishes or Laundry

CARROLL

1
,1e

Whiting
4-LB.
CTN.

SUPER SUDS
IVORY SNOW

MADELEINE

lb. 47c Salt Meat

Morrell, .‘11

March of Time, Musical
and Fox Ne vs

Frew MacMURRAY

The success stc
in the Mid-Southnessee, Mississipp
told by the Illinoi
road in an attract:
off the press and
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Entitled "Dairy
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is issued by the A
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TEEN-AGE

Standard

WED. - THURS.

Kroger-Cut rib roasts hove the chine bone trItnmed,
the short rib end cut off. Ribs are never more than
7 inches. Kroger-Cut steaks have the long end and
excess waste removed.

Maxwell House lb. 58c

NAVY BEANS
BIG TIME SCANDAL
SARDINES
MEXICAN HAYRIDE

LB. 55(

Get More Meat ...less Bone ... Less Waste

Celli. Pack

BUD ABBOTT
LOU COSTELLO

RIB ROAST

SIRLOIN STEAK

in

SUN. - MON. - TUES.

lb. 45c

7 to 8 Ribs

HUMKO SHORTENING

PHILIP REED

DAIRYING !
OF MID-SOI
TOLD IN BO

lb.59c

1949 Fresh Dressed

TARZAN'S NEW
YORK ADVENTURE
plus

Volume

Whole or Butt Half lb 49c

Of course, George,
and that drop's

FULTON

A graduate of Fulton High
school, McCollum is now a junior in the College of Commerce
at the university.

Shank Half

Smoked Ham lb. 59c

24-0Z.
JAR
12-0Z.
GLASS
14-0Z.
BOT.

49'
37'
12'
30'
23'
25'

4C;
a4)
riz

Kroger Tangy Rich

29c
23c

Great Northern

Standard

.S. No. 1 Washed Reds

MARGARINE

Washed Selected Reds-50-lb 5Iesh Bag

CARROTS
GREEN BEANS
Fresh Texas

Tender Fresh Stringless

TOMATOES
SEED POTATOES

Red Ripe Slicing Quality

State Certified Red River Red Triumphs

ONION PLANTS
CABBAGE PLANTS

Selected Fresh Sweet Bermuda

Fresh Harily Frost Proof

ONION SETS
Selected Small Yellow

1-LB
Um',

45'

2-LB.
LOAF

75'

Kroger Eatmore

CHEESE FOOD
Windsor Club

15'
RAISIN BREAD
2 "". 19'
CREAM COOKIES
29'
$4.69 TUNA FISH
twits.
25' SCHOOL DAY PEAS
2
29' SALAD CRESSING
2
BCE'S.

16-0Z.
LOAF

K roger

13'

TUBE

BAG

Standard Grated

3

N"
CAN
NO. 2

Embassy

$1

CAN

19'

32-0Z.
JAR

39'

No. 4 Sieve

[WHS.

15'

Sare, About 40% on Household Institute Dinnerware Card Plan.
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James Smith is still in the hosRICEVILLE
pital in Paducah
Mrs. E. E. Brockman, Coe.
I Sue Brockman and Wanda
Mrs. Ruby Madding entertain- Smith have the measles.
ed her sons, Billy and Tommy,
Little Betty Lou Brashears was
with a birthday dinner Sunday. admitted to Jones Clinic SaturMrs. Onie Myatt of Martin is day. Betty, are you joining Sue
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Wil- and Wanda with measles too?
Mrs. Grace Parton had a light
The success story_ of dairying son Sons.
Miss Sue McMillin was in town attack of flu but is much improvin the Mid -South -Kentucky, Tennight
Saturday
ed
at this writing.
nessee, Mississippi, Louisiana—is
Betty Sue Gregory of Union
told by the Illinois Central RailRaymond Hutchens is up and
road in an attractive booklet just City who has been visiting her about his business after having
off the press and ready for free grandmother, Mrs. Grace Par- his third attack of cold. The docton, returned to her home Fri- tor was called to his bedside eardistribution.
Entitled "Dairy Opportunities day.
lier this week.
Mrs. E. E. Brockman and Sue
in the Mid-South," this booklet
Miss Pearl Glasco and J. A.
is issued by the Agricultural De- attended a surprise pot luck sup- Mann, both of Riceville, were
partment of the railroad under per Friday night with Mr. and married in Corinth, Miss., on
the supervision of P.R. Farlow, Mrs. M. R. Jeffress who moved Tuesday night, March 8 at the
general agricultural agent, Chi- last week to the Drysdale Farm. First Baptist church. Miss Ida
Rev. and Mrs. C. A. Baker and Taylor and Buddy McMillin of
cago 5. It features the profits to
be made in the production of children, Larry and Celia of Pa- McConnell, Tenn., were the only
milk, butter, ice cream and ducah spent Friday night with attendants. Congratulations, we
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Brockman.
cheese.
wish you a long and happy life.
Mr. and Mrs. Kerby Hood and
The slogan of the booklet is
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Alfred and
"Prosperity follows the dairy family have moved from our son and daughter were Thurscow." Dairying, according to Mr. small town.
day evening guests of Mr. and
Rev. J. F. McMinn held his Mrs. Douglas Smith.
Farlow, has proved one of the
most stable and gainful of farm regular preaching service at the
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Wallace
enterprises—one that has stood Methodist Church Sunday night. and children, Amelia and JoMrs.
the test of depression and emergClara Copeland has been nelle. were Saturday night visied with cash income exceeding on the sick list.
tors of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Mrs.. L. C. Woods continues to Smith.
that from all other farm marketimprove. Her Riceville friends
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Wallace
"The favorable climate and ! wish her a speedy recovery.
:and little daughter, Amelia enpastures of the Mid-South are
made to order for dairy farming,"
says Mr. Farlow. "Purebred sires
have been provided by the Illinois Central as an incentive to
tile raising of better-producing
herds."
Desirable methods of managing farms and herds are descril,
ed in the booklet, and typical
success stories are reported in
detail. The railroad's additional
aids to her development and
product marketing are outlined

DAIRYING STORY
OF MID-SOUTH IS
TOLD IN BOOKLET

TEEN-AGE TATLER
iNpo

by the

"Walkie-Talkie"
. A.M. is out of love again. Oh
me, I wish these girls v,•ould
make up their minds if they are
ih love or not.
A .C. is going steady with a
boy in Jackson, Tenn. It looks
like it must be love.
A certain girl has decided not
to enter the beauty contest as
Miss. Fulton. I guess she has
looked in the mirror and decided
she can't win.
E. M. is still robbing the cradle at the Little Breezy.
A. L. is still on the outs with
J. P.
What will J. W. do when H.J.
moves away?
V. M. is in love again, oh boy
and with P.T.
J.T. is going with a girl in
Clinton, who is she?
J. H. is dating B. E. these days.
Oh me, oh my, these gii Is and
what they are going to do in New
Orleans is buing to drive me
crazy. Yet I hope I have a seat
in the back of the train so I won't
have to listen to them.
Aren't some girls silly? Some
of these girls are so silly it almost makes a man an old bachelor before he even gets started
thinking about who he would
like to have for a wife.
J.F. is„going nuts over S.C.
B.Y. had better be careful as
a certain boy has his cap set
for her. Its H. J.
J. W. was having a good time
last Thursday night in the show.
Girls don't be so bold.
.J W. is in love with V.M.
J.W. was with who at the picture show last ThursclJy night?
A.C. has entered the beauty
contest I hear. Wonder who will
win.
Folks, I have got to go. Jaco
is calling and I can't be late.

Safest
Farming
Investment
This NON-ACID phosphate
doesn't dissolve in water nor
become locked in unavailable
compounds. It STAYS where
lyou put it ... until needed by
your growing plants. Then
their own root acids dissolve
it quickly and easily. With
"phosFOUR-LEAF, your
phorus deposit" remains until
YOUR PLANTS use it up—in
BIGGER CROPS and RICHER
PASTURE! One application
benefits crops for YEARS!

Charles T. Cannon
Fulton. Hy.
Route 5,
or write to . . .
THOMSON PHOSPHATE
COMPANY
407 S. Dearborn St.
Chicago 5, Ill.
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joyed a fish fry Saturday night
with Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond
Wallace on Route Three.
Rev. and Mrs. Randel Johnson
and children were Sunday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Wallace.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Hailey and
children, Margaret and George
and'a granddaughter of Mrs.
Hailey of Clinton were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Smith Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Campbell
spent Sunday in Paducah with
their daughter and husband, Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Driskill.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Mansfield
have moved to the O'Rear home
in Riceville.
Mrs. Oscar Wallace from St.
Louis has been visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Wilmer Wallace on business
this week.

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

Number Eleven

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Coleman hospital Monday Por a check-up
visited Mr. and Mrs. Douglas ; and back Tuesday for a treatSmith.
ment.
Mr. and Mrs Estes Collier and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Alfred have
son, Jimmy spent the weekend
purchased the Mr. and Mrs.
in Memphis with Mrs. Collier's
Charles Burgess place and will
mother.
move soon.
Mrs. Neal Looney is entertaining friends Wednesday night at
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burgess
8:30 with a household shower in have bought a farm near Crutchfield
and will move before April
honor of Mrs. J. A. Mann. Mrs.
Mann was before her marriage 1St.
Miss Pearl Glasco daughter of
Mrs. Leon Hawks is on the sick
Mr. and Mrs. A. E, Glasco.
list.
Mrs. Preston Ray went to MarDr. Jones was called to the
tin Sunday.
bedside of Douglas Smith MonMr. and Mrs. Preston Ray, Jr.,
spent Sunday in the country with
Mrs. Ray's aunt.
Mrs. Bill Bradley went to the

Veterinary Service
Day or Night
Phone 807-R
Or Call 70

Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by—

Dr.H.W.Connaughton

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Located on Martin-Fulton

Graduate Veterinarian

Highway.

GRAND
OPEiveweAli
NIN
G
pakapiapti

day morning. He has a cold and
tonsilitis.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Sons and
daughters, Wanda June
and
Christine, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Brown ,of Crutchfield
Sunday.
Misses Martha and Elizabeth
Stration were Sunday visitors of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Copeland.
Mrs. M. D. Merryman has been
admitted into the Haws Memorial Hospital.
Phone 470 for Job Printing.

Whitnel-Hornbeak
Funeral Home
Fulton, Ky.
408 Eddings Street
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.

--- HOURS --10: A.M. -- MIDNIGHT

CURB SERVICE
, 04
',10
«

,

WITH PLENTY OF
PARKING SPACE!
Now under the personal

eaturing---

---k

tar
ft
10 0,10

ownership and supervision
of

Hugh Fly

-

former manager of
' Smith's Cafe

ATTENTION

0.11
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0.0
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l\NY,DO
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Banquets -- Parties
Dinr.er Meetings

THE DERBY ROOM
(upstairs)
is available at any time.
Private, Quiet, Smartly Decorated.
Accommodations for up to 75.

Eg,V1
01,Y,
10

(Phone 9156 for reservatic -s)

TIkE DERBY CAFE
.
71inction West State Line & Union City Highway
We Serve

IFT'S
"Refreshingly

ICE CREAM
Yours
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treasurer of local P.-T.A., Prof.
Curray of Woodland Mills, Tenn.
News About
Prof. Clenland, Trenton, Tenn.,
Our Colored Friends
Prof. Cardwell, Kenton, Tenn.,
, Mrs. Thomas Crossland, Fulton,
by
Pref. A. Dumas, principle of RosMATILDA ALLEN
enwald School, Fulton, Mrs. J.E.
Allen, Fulton.
P.-T.A. COUNCIL MEETS
Newly elected officers to the
The Obion County P.-T.A. council are Mrs. Thomas CrosgCouncil met at the South Ful- land, president, Fulton, Mrs.
ton Rosenwald School Friday, Crecidie 1M. Atkins, vice-presiMarch 10. IVIrs. II. O. Vick, piesi- dent, Fulton, Mrs. Hall Chamber,
dent of the local P.-T.A. presid- sect etary, Fulton, Prof. Curray,
ed over the meeting. The open- assistant, Woodland Mills, Mrs.
ing meeting was led by Mrs. Maggie O. Lenyton, treasurer,
Thomas Crossland and the pray- Trenton, Tenn.
er was offered by Mrs. H. B.
The meeting was dismissed by
Vanderford. After a short busi- Mrs. Thomas Crossland.
ness session the meeting was
The next meeting of the counturned over to Mrs. Dumas who cil will be April 1 at Woodland
presented C. D. Hillard, super- Mills, Tenn. School.
visor of Obion County Schools,
who was guest speaker for the Carnation Club Has Party
afternoon.
Mrs. Joe Hamlin was hostess
Mr. Hillard gave an interesting to a Party given bs: the Carnation
Holder
council.
the
the
on
talk
duties of
Club at her home on
A. B: Cooper, teacher of Obion street. First prizes was *on by
County also gave a brief talk. Gover Haley and Joe Hamlin,
Remarks were enjoyed from Mrs. second prizes Ella Mae and Jun
Alberta Bonus, supervisor of ior Hart; low prizes, John JackObion County colored schools, son and Tommie Parker.
Mrs. Sadie Gorman, colored home
A delicious party plate was
supervisor for K.U. Fulton, Mrs. , served to Mr. and Mrs. John
Roggie Portor, former teacher of ' Jackson,
Mrs. Caddie Harvie,
Rosenwald, Mrs. King Branch, ' Junior Hart, Ella Mae Hart, G.

tons of soil per acre during the
sante period.
"There's a considerable saving
in labor when livestock harvest
their own feed in the form of
ossture, not to mention the saving in power and machinery compared to that required for cultivated crops. Pasture is the cheapest source of feed. Figures collected by the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture in 16 states show that

"BLUE GRASS" FARM FEATURED NATIONALLY

Friday, March 4, 1949

Friday,

for each 100 lbs. of digestible
nutrients obtained from pasture,
the cost was 64c; for alfalfa hay,
P3c; for corn, $1.38: and for oats,
$2.02,

FULT
Mrs

Simple scours in baby pigs can
be traced to filth on the sow's
udder, to improper feeding of the
sow, or to chilling of the pigs
due to a sharp drop in temperature.
4•

.119• •
Zie Mee'

'QUIK-TATCH'

6

zelkvrewr

Nkinchester Pike, Lexington, Ky., is illustratise
The tspical tobacco farm of H. T. Ashur), Jr., of
isemen ts in national farm publications. These
adsert
Studebaker
of
series
material for the tsyelfth of a
of his tobacco land, are appearing currently.
part
and
pictures of Mr. Asbury, his home and barns,

AND

UTO CH-0-MATIC"

Haley, Fred Jones, Mr. and Mrs. is giving him a good whipping
Jamei Dunh, Dorothy Holdness, where ever he may be.
Several weeks...ago a fine old
Tommie Parker, T. Jackson, and
friend of mine was run down by
Miss Loucill Street.
a hit and run driver. Fortunately
he is recovering but he has sufJohn F. Ord of Jackson, Tenn. fered great pain. Two girl friends
Fulton were also hit by a hit and run
spent the weekend in
svith Mrs. Orr.
driver. Fortunately this driver
J. E. Allen has returned to was captured after a long chase.
COMPLETE POWER FOR THE 3M LLLLL
Chicago, Ill., -after a visit with What happened to him? I won" FOR THE LLLLLL
IOTAL
Sometimes good reading matMrs. Allen and John at their der.
home on Davis Mill street.
I am not a poet but I am pass- ter is found in advertisements.
Mrs. David Hensley and Har- ing along a poem to all my fine 1 For instance, a well written litold have returned from a short friends who are fortunate enough tle booklet on grass farming sent
to farmers by a fence manufacto own a car.
visit to St. Louis, Mo.
turer, Continental Steel. Ancl
Mrs. Joe Sullenan has return- A car is fine to have
here are some quotations from it.
ed from a three weeks visit to As long as you use it right.
The prices given may be current 1-101 Corn Picker
day
the
in
little
a
it
Drive
New Orleans, La. While there she
but the figures serve the pur- 1—"M" Tractor
And not so much at night.
attended the Mardi Gras
1 pose.
are dangerous things.
1—Disc Tiller
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Stunston, Cars
"Neither man nor nature has
Your life is always in your hands
Willard Stunson spent the week
fanatic in it?
better weapon against 1-5-Ft. Horse 3lower
a
act
a
why
found
So
end in St. Louis, Mo., visiting
waste of soil and water than 1-5-Ft. Tractor Mower
Drive it like a man.
R. B. Stunson and family.
People are being killed every day good grass. Grass anchors soil a- 1-9-Ft. Dump Rake
Rev. and Mrs. C. C. Hudson Because someone is breaking
gainst erosion. It helps the land
was the dinner guests of C.F.
Its 2--Side Delivery Rakes
the rule
soak up and hold water.
Bagsby Tuesday evening.
So please be a little more careful blades ana stalks are countless 1—Pulverizer
Mrs. Frankie Grant of St. And quit driving like a fool.
tiny dams to the downhill flow 1-12-A Combine
Louis, Mo., is visiting Rev. and
of rain. Grass makes running 1—Hay Loader
Mrs C. C. Hudson.
Guess some of us had better water creep; slow water does lit- 1—Corn Sheller
tle daniage. Soil conservationists
start walking.
recommend pasture as an im- 1—Corn Binder
While glancing through the local paper last week I noticed a
Did you know? "Lift Every portant part of every farmer' 1-4-Wheel Trailer
II
War
veter- Voice and Sing" is the Negro Na- conservation program. They urge
World
the use of grasses and legumes
an had been killed by a hi, and tional Anthem.
regularly in crop rotations and
run driver. The awful tragedy
strip cropping. In an erosion test
lingered in my mind and I must
say I feel sorry for the guilty Second Lenten 'Tea Held
a field of grass lost only 9 perhostMrs. H. B. Vanderford,
person. I am sure his conscious
cent of its rainfall and one-third
Etta
ess, Mrs. M.144 Patterson,
Clinton
of a ton of soir per acre. A simJackson, Allie Majo and Mrs. ilar field, bare of vegetation, lost
enterdelightfully
Hazel Wolf
31 percent of Um rainfall and 113
tained their friends Sunday eveTea
Lenton
second
ning with the
at the home of Mrs. Vanderford
on McFall street.
The tea *as served from a
beautiful table in the dining
roon. The table was draped with
a lace table cloth and centered
vvith a large crystal bowl of Uttquits with matching candle holders and green candles
The candlelight made a beautiful scene for pouring the tea.
Mrs. M. A. Patterson presided at
the tea table and Mrs. H. B.
Vanderford and Mrs H. O. Hicks
presided at the register. Musical
numbers were rendered by Miss
Emma Tucker, Mary V. Maddox,
has this amazing
A. L. Alexander.
Approximately 35 people regisnew device that saves you time, steps
tered.
The third Lenten Tea will be
and soap on washday. This automatic
at the home of Mrs. Gus Holdsoap injector accurately measures and
ness on Vine street Sunday
March 20.
'puts in the soap. You don't even need
Services For Reed Atkins Held
to be home while your washing is done.
Funeral services were conmoon mor tlia beat quail,
for
afternoon
Sunday
ducted
paint for painting your home-Reed Atkins, prominent citizen
there's real economy in using
of South Fulton, who passed alonger lasting, better looking,
way Thursday night.
Pittsburgh Paints.
Rev. C. C. Hudson officiated
at the services. Burial was in the
Water Valley cemetery under the
direction of Vanderford Funeral
home.

hYalaak
ev,7761/

JOHN DEERE Model"M
!
FARMS
:
FARMS

GENERAL PURPOSE
TRACTOR

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

.
You'll be hauling money to the bank, too, if you start your broiler
• flock with Swift's Strain-Tested Chicks. They've been developed
at Swift's Poultry Research Laboratory specifically for use by the
broiler trade. By carefully selecting only the finest strains of the
proven breeds; birds have been produced which feather fast, grow
rapidly and mature and finish eaily. Combining high livability
with the ability to convert feed into meat efficiently, Swift Chicks
will mean better birds and higher profits for you.

And remember—like all Swift Chicks, these special broiler chicks are:
`41.

Nasky . . . They have been developed from
straing which show the greatest vigor and fastest
rate of growth.

Kealthy... Breeding flocks have
been carefully tested to eliminate all pullorum
reactors. All Swift Chicks are U. S. PullorumPassed or better.

Drop in and see us for further information about these or any
other breeds of Swift's Strain-Tested Chicks. And here's one more
good reason for buying your chicks from Swift—we want to buy
your top quality poultry.

!'e also hare that good
Swift's FEKDI

swiFartS

'PITTSBURG41
'PAINTS

411 East State Line

Phone 909

What is a friend? Remember
to attend church Sunday.
Schedule:
St. Paul AME Church Services
Sunday school 9:45 regular
morning service, 11:00; A.C.E.
League, 6:30 p.m. The public is
invited to attend all services.
Rev. C. C. Hudson is the pastor.

Too much grain in proportion
to roughage can cause vitamin
"A" deficiency in livestock.

ELECTRIC RANGE

How To Relieve

Cash Price
7-Ft. Refrigerator

Electric Washer

Cash Price $199.00

Cash Price 09.00

WILLIAMS HARDWARE'COMPANY
Fulto;:

Bronchitis
Creomulsion relieves promptly because
it goes right to the seat of the trouble
to help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
mucous membranes.Tell your druggist
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion
with the understanding you must like
tbe way it quickly allays the cough
or you are to have your money back.

CREOMULSION
for Coughs,ChestColds,Bronchitis

p

ROC

Mrs. Netti

ONLY BENDIX

Mr. and Mrs. David Stallworth
have returned from Birmingham,
Ala. While there they att‘nding
the wedding of Mrs. Stallworth's
brother, Howard Powell to Mrs.
Cora Mae Holloday. Both are
teachers in the City Schools.

Phone 169

Fulton

LONGER!

-MOSLEY

207 East Fourth St.

1—Horse Sweep Rake
2--60 Tooth Section Harrows
1—Used 6-Foot Combine
1—Used 5-Foot Combine
-1—Used 101 Corn Picker

AUTOMATIC SOAP INJECTOR!

* 210 Church

$169.00

1—Fertilizer Distributor. 2Wheel, 8 Ft.

New Bendix Washer with

Ares

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS CO.

HATCHERY

1—Fertilizer Distributor for 2Bottom Plo v

WILLIAMS HARDWARE CO.

because the

Hardy . . . They are produced from strains noted
for high livability, hatched and cared for under
hospital-clean conditions. Many flock owners have
reported that every Swift Chick they purchased
lived.

1-2-Wheel Trailer
1-6-11. Disc Harrow
1-8-Ft. Spring Tooth Harrow
1712-Ft. Spring Tooth Harrow
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NEW BENDIX DELUXE MODEL B-215
(Automatic Soap Injector OpOonail
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Only the Bendix gives
all these advantages!

U. S. Polloron,
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o
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r.tht.
KENTUCKY 11
D. D. Slide, Pre

• Soaps, soaks, washes, rinses and damp-drys clothes
while you relax or shop.
•Improved "Tumble-Action". New cylinder design with
Forced Water Action gets clothes cleaner than ever.
•Costs less to buy and use than any other washer.

NOW YOU CAN BUY A BENDIX
(Model S-110, Including Normal Installation)

FOR ONLY

cow m TOW!YOU CAN BUY 4 OEN Ar

BENNETT ELECTRIC
324 WaIntit

Phone 1540
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FULTON ROUTE 4
Mrs. Joyce Cruce
Hoover Clark spent a few days
this week with his sister, Mrs.
Joyce Croce and Mr. Cruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce
Were at Mr. and
Mrs.
Warn
Graham's and Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore's awhile Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Ferguson
and daughters, Niargaret and
Bobbie, -of- Jackson, Tenn., spent
Sunday with the former's parents..Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Holly
of Fulton.
Raymond and Herbert Hoover Clark drove to Memphis Wednesday night to meet Herbert's
future wife, Miss Rose Scarlate
and her mother who flew from
Phoenix, Ariz.
Miss Rose Scarlate, Herbert
and Raymond Clark visited Mr.
and Mrs. Junior Cruce Friday.
Wedding bells have been ringing around here for Miss Ros4,-,
Scarlate of Phoenix, Ariz., and°
Herbert Hoover Clark of Palmersville. They were married on
Saturday, March 12, at the Dreg.'
den Courthouse by R. R. Wright
at 2:15 p.m. Raymond Clark attended the couple as best man.
The mother of the bride also attended them.
Mrs. Clark will remain at the
home of the bridegroom's parents, Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Clark
until Mr. Clark calls for her. He
returned March 14 to the Army
where he is stationed in Virginia
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce, Mr.
and Mrs. Les Croce and Alargaret spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. O. G. Clark of PalmersI ville.
Alvin Croce spent Saturday
night with Hershel Wallace of
Union City.
y
PLtsy Hall spent Thursda.
night with Barbara Adkins.
Club
The South Fulton 4-H
members presented a program
over WENK Tuesday. Their subject was "Working Together For
a Better Home and World Corn' munity.- The names of the members are Bill Cashion, Barbara
Jane Adkins. Kay Adkins, Jerry
Coates, Dorothy Lace McCollum.
othy Mae McClenda, Annette
nen, Ann Chamberlain and
sponsor was Mrs. Hugh D.
ins.
r. and Mrs. Lewis Cruce are
parents of a baby 1,xly born
nday at the Haws Hospital.
•

t

ROCK SPRINGS
Mrs. Nettie Lee Copelen, Cor.

1!

,
'
,

'

Mrs. Fannie Nugent and Mrs.
Mary Newberry spent Wednesday afternoon with Mr. and Mrs.
aantdc hmarnsd B
f vily.
Bom
b rVe
Green and
on visited her parents, Mr. and
rs. Wilbur Thursday.
Mrs. Frieda Walston spent Friay afternoon with Mrs. Nor:I
opelen and family.
"Mrs. Willie Ruth AlcClanahan
isited Mrs. Colcn Brown Friday
ftednoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston
spent awhile Thursday night
•ith Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Veatch
:ere Sunday visitors in the home
f Mr. and Mrs. Jim Veatch of
linton.
Airs. Nora Copelen spent Sun ay with Mrs. Jenny Pully.
Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore.
Ina Bellew and Mrs. Lolamore
Elliott attended a Baptist meeting near Pilot Oak Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Jackson .
visited awhile Wednesday afternosin with Illmoore Copelan
and family.
Several from this community
attended the funeral of Mr. Lewis Thursday. It was held at the
Rock Spring Church.
Sandra Lou Hale spent the
weekend with Martha Kay Copelen.
Mrs. Hilda Byrd is visiting in
New Jersey with her brother and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Turner
Fortner.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Elliott
were Sunday guests of Mrs. Lula
Conner.
Mrs. Vera spent Sunday with
Pressie Moore and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Fort Dillon and
girls were Sunday visitors of
Marshall and Johnnie Moore.
Animals recovered from shipping fever are likely to be carreirs of this disease.

fULTON
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C SE OUT! Just a Few Left!
LINE DISCONTINUED!
1,,,TE0c..myc
APEX ariw IRONERS
REGULAR
PRICE
SPECIAL CLOSE-OUT PRICE

SAVE

MICRO-DYNAMETER
X-RAY
II !?,2 Lake St.
Phone 1525
Fulton, Ky.

$20.011
MODEL 829, ALL PORCELAIN TUB
REG. PRICE
$139.95
SPECIAL CLOSE-OUT PRICE $109.95

Brand-new 1918 Models

No. YR-18; 7 cu, ft. Size

REGULAR PRICE
SPECIAL CLOSEOUT PRICE

SAVE

$219.95
$229.95

$50.00

KELVINATOR
Home Freezers
6 cu. ft. size; 210-lb capacity; 5-year guarantee

REGULAR PRICE
SPECIAL CLOSEOUT PRICE

$169.95
$219,95

Apex

SAVE

$50.00

Buy Your Choice Of
Any Five Records;
Take The Next One

(Same Price Range)
(Cash only please: do not ask to
charge during this offer.

SAVE! HOT WATER HEATERS

BROODERS

REDUCED 25%

Capacity 200 chicks!
Complete with cord!

OUR SPECIAL PRICE $15.95

WatiT trolighs
Feed troughs
Portable 6-dozen egg crates $1.25

We carry a complete stock of parts and tubes
for all makes and models, and we repair all
makes and models-24 Hour Service.
Pickup and Delivery

THE LATEST PHONOGR PH

TABLE TOP STYLE
ERTLAND" 35-gallon size, double-element;
fireproof fibre top; reg. $149.95 reduced to $112.15
"STATE" 30-gallon size, single element style:
Reg. $89.50, with polished fibre top, now ____ $67.15
Reg. $99.50, with enamel top, reduced to

$30.00
24-HOUR
RADIO
REPAIR
SERVICE

RECORD
SPECIAL!

ELECTRIC CHICK-SAVER

Thermostat control!

SAVE

Extended for a
LIMITED TIME!

FREE

OTHER CHICK ,SUPPLIES
DR. F. D. PHILLIPS
Palmer Graduate

SAVE

$69.95
$49.95

Electric Refrigerators

Keep Smiling
Chiropractic Office

REGULAR PRICE
SPECIAL CLOSE-OUT PRICE

APEX WASHERS

KENTUCKY HATCHERY. All Loading Broods
D. D. Slade. Pres. 327 W.4th St.. Lex ington.Kr.

PHILLIPS'

(Barrel Type)-Complete with 11 attachments

KELVINATOR

Regularly $17.50!
Stock raised on rich
range. Blood tested.
Boxed, straight
ru II or started
chicks. Priced

APEX VACUUM CLEANERS

$159.95
$119.95

s40.00

D. S. Pulloruni-Passed

CHICKS

,00$9•ed Shop Early for
Best Selections!

$71.95

"WAGONER" 30-gallon size, single element
Regular $119.50, reduced 25 percent to
$89.95
"KELVINATOR" 30-gallon size, double element
with porcelain enamel top. RPg. $134.95 ____$101.25
,
UPRIGHT STYLE
"MERTLAND" 30-gallon size upright tank style;
Reg. $84.00; reduced 25 percent to
$63.00
"REX"52-gallon size upright tank; double element;
Reg. $149.50; reduced 25 percent to
$112.15

POULTRE WIRE for chicks and layers "SUNBOWL" 30-GALLON SIZE WITH OIL
(One and Two-Incti Mesh)
BURNER, upright tank style reg. $125.00 now$93.75

oART/"
16
THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE
As Surveyed by Billboard
Magazine
1. Cruising down
the river

6. Galway Bay

2. Far away places

7. Lavender Blue
(Dilly, Dilly)

3. Powder Your Face
With Sunshine
4. A Little Bird
Told Me
5. I've got my love
to keep me warm

8. So Tired
9. Red Roses for a
Blue Lady
10. Sunflower

ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR RECORD PLAYER
Record Racks, Extra Albums, Needles, Metal Storage
Hassock-Type Storage Cases (hold 100 records).

Cabinets

_

MT. CARMEL

HENRY I. SEIGEL-CITY
Originated in 1937

(Continued from First Section)

MARY 'NELL PAGE

"T" SECTION

Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Hawkins,
Mary Nell Page and daughter
spent Sunday night with Mr. and
Mrs. Dave Stubblefield near
Murray. They surprised Mrs.
Garvin Bourland with a birthday
dinner. Mrs. Bourland is a sister
of Mrs Hawkins.
Billy Alexander visited his
father, L. D. Alexander in Cay,7e
Sunday afternoon.
Yates
Mr. and Mrs. Barney
visited the former's mother and
sister, Mrs. Ancie Yates and
Maggie Yates in Pilot Oak Sunday afternoon.
Mary Nell Page spent Wednesday night of last week with Helen Nall.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Huddle vasited formers uncle and aunt, Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Chapman in Mayfield Saturday night.

Carrye Lee Etheridge

Right or wrong?

YOU BE THE JUDGE!

By Mrs. Ben Morris, Cor.

ifeee'd 91.-eult

'
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Guests in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Ancil Jordan over the
'weekend were Mr. and Mrs. Everett Jordan and ba'by of Murray
3dr, and Mrs. Clyde Tegethoff of
Ruthville, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Jordan and Mr. and Mrs. John
Jordan of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Legon of
Woodland Mills visited Mr. and
Mrs. A.,R. Austin, Sunday.
Mable McAlister attended district conference of the American
Legion Auxiliary held in Paducah Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Chatman
and daughter visited Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. McAlister last week.
Jackie Whitlock is enjoying a
new washing machine.
LaDatha Fuller is back at
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Parker and
work after being absent because
daughter were weekend guests of
of illness.
Ruddle. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Williams of Mr. and Mrs. Ellis
sister of Mr. Ruddle.
Martin spent Sunday with Mr. Parker is a
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Midyett
.and Mrs. Bob Williams.
with OlDelia Mae Campbell and El- spent Sunday afternoon
Yates and Mrs.
wyn Humphrey went to the skat- lie Yates. Maggie
Ancie Yates of Pilot'Oak.
ing rink at Cairo Sunday.
Mrs. Otis Le Cornu was carried
We heard Gladys had bologna
for her lunch Monday. We hope to the Weakley County Hospital
in Martin Monday for X-rays.
she enjoyed it.
return to her
Garnette Brockwell spent the She was able to
weekend with her parents, Mr. home.
Cathey
Mr. and Mrs. Paul
and Mrs. Claude Brockwell.
afternoori_in Mar011ie Cannon has been absent spent Saturday
tin.
from work because of illness.
Jimmy Williams spent Sunday
Gladys Cannon is really strutnight with 011ie Yates.
ting with a new car
Mr. and Mrs. William Wiggins
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gilbert,
,7uanita Gilbert, Loretta Gilbert, and Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Wigand Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hender- gins and family spent Sunday
son went to Jackson, Tenn., Sun- with Mr. ard Mrs. Darrel Wray.
day.
Birthday greeting to Katie PerMr. and Mrs. Leithman Elliott,
ry-, Helen Nall, Rex Ruddle and
Mrs. Vera Byrd, Richard Byrd,
Opal Yates.
Frances Byrd and Mrs. Turney
Davie and children visited in the It's short and sweet
home of Narie and Marie Moore It's old but new
Sunday.
It's from the heart
If you have seen Martha Luth• It's meant for you.
room
thread
er going toward'the
Happy Birthday ! ! !
with two empty thread spools to
a
for
ready
not
is
she
ears,
her
A. JOURDAN
straight jacket and she hasn"t
Services were held Monday
broken her pizzle string either,
afternoon at 2 at Camp Ground
she's just listening to the sea.
Bessie Gilbert, Ruth Lewis,' Church for W. A. Jourdan, who
Bonnie Dewesse, Sammie Lou died s..iddenly at his home near
Power, Lela Marie Henderson, Martin Friday afternoon. Burial,
Louise Hutchens, Clara Williams, in charge of Paul Hornbeak FuRuby Barber and Alva Mae Jones neral Home, were in the Camp
•njoyed chicken in the basket at Ground Cemetery. He was 41.
Mr. Jourdan was born in
the Little Breezy Thursday at
Hardeman County, Tenn., the
hOotl.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker McClure son of R.A. and Lula Taylor
atria Donna had dinner with Ma. Jourtlan. He leaves a son, William A. Jourdan; three daugh.and Mr; B. L. Austin Sunday.
ters, Ethel Lou, Lula Belle, and
Merrill, dal•ghter
Mary
Sir. and Mrs. Don J. Merrill. June Lee Jourdan, all of Martin;
who was in a bicycle accident his mother, Mrs. L. T. Jourdan;
Lester
last week, is improving at her and three sister, Mrs.
Moore of Chicago; Mrs. Earl Rohome.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Lofton and bey of near' Martin, and Mrs.
children, Charles and Grace of Henry Grissom of Fulton.
Calvert City, Ky., spent Sunday
Early spring is a danger seawith Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Etheson for rabies, because rabid
ridge.
stray dogs come out of winter seMilk production declines about elusion and start to roam over
20 per cent in cows affected with , wide areas in search of food and
I mates.
brucellosis.

The WMU of Mt. Carmel Baptist Church had an all day meeting at the home of Mrs. J. S.
Wade Thursday. Pot luck dinner
was served to 10 members and
two visitors.
Rev. and Mrs. Joe Wilson of
Union City spent the day Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Harrison.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Hornsby
of Memphis has returned home
after visiting his mother Mrs.
Archley Hornsby of Fulton, and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bennett and
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Paschltil, Rt. 4.
Royce Cruce, Mary ;Wadley,
Cathrine Cruce and Mrs. Guss
Donoho attended the ballgame at
Murray Thursday night.
Quite a lot of redecoration is
being done in our church. It will
be really nice when finished. We
are having good attendance at
our services. Come, you are welcome.
Edward Wolberton is still on
the sick list. He had an operation
recently in - the IC Hospital in
Chicago.
Mrs. Effie Steele who has been
ill for some time is still unimproved at the home of her sis-

" 1F `10115A_AMEp

)citina
WA-WEV SLIDE
LTEn
NEXT .
WEEK:

da. While there she saw many interesting and beautiful places.
1. c. C. Workman and family of
'I Fulton spent Sunday afternoon
with his mother, Mrs. R. A.
Werkman.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bradley, Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd Stubblefield of
Gleason, Tenn., were Sunday
•••
guests of Mrs. Guss Donoho.

PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. James Walker
and little son of Memphis spent
the weekend with his parents,
NOT141N' T'VERY
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Walker on
ABOUT-..10ST
Maple avenue.
SLAM ON iNE
RAKES AN'
Mrs. Ruby Harper has returnSTOP!
ed from a visit with -her sister,
Mrs. R. H. Shreve in Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Carper
spent the weekend with relatives
in Paducah.
Mrs. Oakley Brown has returned to her home in Louisville
after a short visit to her mother,
Mrs. J. B. Cequin on Walnut
street.
ter, Mrs. La Vada Bard.
Mrs. John Boaz of Memphis
Mrs. W. P. Hughs of Fulton was the weekend guest of her
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ben -Mor- .-mother, Mrs E. G. Maddox on
ris last week.
Cedar street.
Mrs. R. A. Workman has re-1 Miss Mary McDaniel and Miss
turned home after a four weeks Mary Jo Huckleberry of Metropvisit with her cousin, Edd John lis, III., were weekend guests of
and family at Whitehaven, Flori- the formers brother, C. H. Mc-

Round
Roun(
fly Alice
IN•••••••-••••••••••••
It looks like there al
to be wedding bells rit
round the Roundhouse ;
Tommie Mahan, stationa
man, and Miss Martha
are to be married in Ap
W. E. Allen is all smili
plans his vacation whi(
keep him away for two
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Pith
leaving for Birmingham
where they will visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Harold
are in Paducah spending
days visiting with relatii
friends.
The J. W. Colemans spe
dity in Alamo, Tenn.,
with relatives.
%rmpathy is extended
Bryd and his family in tt
ing of his uncle who ha
living in Roy's home.

fOR SNACKS'SANDWICHES
NUTRITIOUS!
DIGESTIBLE AS MILK

Mrs. Aaron Morris, 1
has returned from

where she spent the wei
While there she attender
neral of a close friend.
Mrs. Lena Roach has ri
to her home in Chicago, 11
a visit with the Araon h
S. Lynch, general manai
of Chicago was- in Fultot
day and inspected the
house.
Sydney Morrison, air br
spector. out of Chicago v
Fulton 'Wednesday.
Don Williams, federal
tor was in Fulton Tuesdi
Wednesday' and inspectei
gines.
We are glad to hear On
E. C. Mulchahy, wife of en
is getting along nicely afl
dergoing an operation _al
Fulton Hospital.
A colored A.A. club ha;
started and any colored
wanting to join may call

r

for further information. .
Wayne Rhodes has retur
,

4.- Handsome 7..ayon Suits

* In Solid Color Tropical
* Pencil Stripings and
* Smart Checks

work after a 12-day vaca
W. A. Palmer railroad
ment board represe.atativ,
in Fulton Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Reav,
little daughter, Judy of Po
spent the weekend with M
Mrs. H. B. Reeves.

CAYCE NEWS
by
SUE and JANE

Yes, gentlemen ... you can select your Easter suit right now
... order your size and style from samples and swatches now
in our store ... we've arranged with our TOUCH-DOWN
suit manufacturer to fill every order in time for Easter!
Choose a single or double-breasted style in the model that fits
your figure ... short or tall, regular or stout... and any size
from 34 to 50! NOW EVERY FIGURE CAN BE FITTED
... so don't miss this new feature selling ... because it will
save you up to $10.0d! DELIVERY BEFORE EASTER,
April 17.

REGULAR $3250 and $3450 SUITS
Famous Touch-Down all vrool two-piece
suits for every figure ... twists, tweeds
and serges tailored into single or double
breasted styles for shorts and talls, regulars and stouts ... come in brown, tan,
gray and mixtures ... in sizes from 34 to
50! Order now ... before April 1st ...
delivery BEFORE EASTER!
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... with 2-inch
diaphragm band
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$2.00 up
If your bosom is average or just slightly
larger-than -average ... here's the brassiere to
give you those high, well-accentuated contours so

Tto
Isaac
•

best

75

REGULAR $3995 SPRING SUITS
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Pigs under 6 weeks old are
highly susceptible to
digestive
upsets caused by chilling. On
some farms, over 60 per cent of
the baby pig crop may be
stricken when, the temperature
drops sharply and brooders are
not provided. The pigs shake,
hhive?, get tucked up in the flank
have diarrhea, and some of them
vomit. The hair stands on end
and losses its luster, and the animals are reluctant to nurse.

Volume Eight

We can save you up to $10
if you order before April 1st!
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"There is a Maiden Form for Every Type of Figure!"

CHILLED PIGS LIKELY TO
HAVE DIGESTIVE UPSET

Rubber stamps? Weddir
tions? Ledger sheets?
paper'?
st;
Personal
We're as near as your ph
470, "The printing nun

YOUR SUIT..
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MillgkeP

Mrs! M. S. Hughes of Bristole
Okla., who has been the guest of
Mr.- and Mrs. Leon Browder left
Monday for Hot Springs, Ark.
Mrs. Fred Carden and little
daughter, Sylvia spent Sunday
with relatives in Arlington, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields and
little daughter, Karen of east of
town spent the weekend with his
parents, Mr and Mrs. Carey
Frields ,on Walnut street.

NEED ENGRAV]

Go to church Sunday.

Gentlemen .

ealo.

fashionable today! Shown here In the popular
2-Inch-banded version, our stock also Includes
bandeaux (from S1.50) and long-line
''Allo-Ettes" with 6-Inch band (from $3.50)

Daniels and Mrs. McDaniel.
Mrs. H. H. Perce and Fred .
Perce have returned to the home
in Hollywood, Calif., after several months visit with relatives :
in Fulton. They were accompanied by Bob Black of New
York.

FINEST TOUCH-DOWN SPRING SUITS
... figure flattering single breasted or
double breasted styles for regular figures,
short, tall or stout figures... choice of all
wool gabardines, in tan, brown, blue, teal
and gray ... all wool worsteds in stripes,
diagonal weaves, Glen plaids and diamond
weaves! Sizes 34 to 50.
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FULTON, KENTUCKY

Mr. Chumbler attendec
State Tournament at Lou
last vceek. Rev. Bob Cov
substuted fur him in his at
The seniors have receive(
play books and have beg
practice.
The F.H.A. are making
for their annual trip. They
to go to St. Louis the weela
April 8. They will also attei
District F.H.A. meeting a
Barlow Kevil High Scho
Saturday April 2. Bobby
Burly-man and Alta Lee H
were elected as voting del,
for this meeting.
A skit on the life of
Jones will be presented b
members of the Cayce CI
of F.H.A. at the District nu
The freshman F.F.A. boy
being initiated this week.
are wearing dresses and hos
they also have to wear mal
They are very comical loi

SOUTH FULTON P.-T.A.
TO HAVE BAKE SALE
The South Fulton P.-T.A
sponsor a bake sale Saturd
the building next door to
drews Jewelry Store of C
street.
The members ape aske
leave their cakes and cr
either at the building Sat
or at the South Fulton
School Friday afternoon.

Mrs. Jack Kelly has reti
to her home in New ()flew
ter a visit to Mrs. Wilburn
loway.
Mrs. Harry Bushart, Mrs
ron Stagg, Mrs. Elizabeth
and Miss Mary' Swann 13i.
went to Memphis Monday
Miss Bushart entered Carnr
Clinic for treatment.

NOTICE!
PALESTINE, LATHAM
PILOT OAK
Please forgive us for not
ning your news this week. S.
day we'll explain the ha
of running a newspaper anl
too, w;11 want to go out
drown yourself. Send in
news next week, and mos
portant get it in to us as
in the week as possible and
you will be sure of getti
published.

